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From The Editor
This year we have concentrated in gathering as much news as possible to try to take
a snapshot of the work currently being done on the ground covering castle excavation,
consolidation and presentation, and projects in the pipeline for completion early in the
Millennium. The funding for these projects comes from two main sources: the
Heritage Lottery fund (HLF), covering properties normally in local authority care, or
vested in a charitable trust, and state grant-aid, through the recognised heritage
bodies, English Heritage (EH), Cadwand Historic Scotland (HS), which is normally up
to 50% of the total project cost. Occasionally, the EU regional development funds can
be called on.
Hopefully, the reader of this Newsletter will be agreeably surprised at just how much
money is flowing towards castle related projects, and of the efforts being made by the
state sponsored bodies to target the funds to those properties at risk - which are
usually in the private sector i.e the properties are probably at the end of their gardens.
In the section on the HLF we have tried to explain the rules and guidelines that govern
the awarding of funding, which invariably have to include a fully costed 'business plan'
to give the project legs that allows the future upkeep of the property to be self
supporting. We have also included the criteria for grant-aid.
With the "Castles at Risk" registers we have now included Scotland, and a rather
tentative CSG listing for Wales. There is no doubt that the English Heritage register is
helping to focus attention and much is being done behind the scenes to find solutions
to many properties in private hands. The problem here is that most owners will be
required to find substantial amounts of money to match any state (EH or Cadw) funds,
essentially for a building that offers no benefit, or "beneficial use" to the owner. Having
a scheduled ancient monument on the estate is a financial liability, not a property
enhancing asset. See Richard Avent's comments on page 57.
Wigmore opened its 'doors' officially on October 12th, following three years of discreet
consolidation. It was widely reported in the national press. The Times (Ian Hamilton),
Independent (Jackie Brown,)and Guardian (Maev Kennedy) of Oct 13th, the DailyTelegraph (Giles Worsley) of Oct 9th, all gave it serious coverage. Giles Worsley
particularly dwelt on the conservation philosophy adopted, discussed in more detail on
pages 27-28. An interesting contrast to Wigmore is the Dolforwyn excavation/
consolidation just across the border 40 miles to the north, now finished after nineteen
years. So is Wigmore a one off? Is there a case to go back to the romantic
antiquarianism of the eighteenth century as a matter of policy? Do both approaches to
conservation have equal validity, considering the historical background, the environmental demands and the sensitivities of the local community. We hope to consider
conservation issues in more detail in the next Newsletter.
Neil Guy
Daventry, 01/12/99
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An artists impression of the town and castle of Dryslwyn as they may have appeared in the
late thirteenth century or early fourteenth century. (Illustration by Chris Jones Jenkins). Crown
coprightCadw - Welsh Historic Monuments.

CONFERENCES
The 13th Annual Conference of the Castle Studies Group
The Castles of West Wales 8-11 April 1999
A fortnight before the closing date for receipt of bookings, the one bus booked for the
conference was full, and some of the office bearers of the CSG hadn't yet sent in their
deposits. With trepidation, we decided to book two buses. Would it prove to be
difficult to organise the conference with the two buses, and how would they cope with
the narrow roads of West Wales? In the event we had two wonderful bus drivers and
the two parties remained together as a group.
One of the distinguishing features of this year's conference was a splendid handbook
of one-page introductions, accompanied by a plan, for each of the castles we were to
visit. It was prepared by John Kenyon and was distributed to all delegates. On the day
of registration delegates had the opportunity to view the somewhat mutilated motte
that now appears to be tacked onto Old Building at the University of Wales, Lampeter.
Thought to be Castell Pont Steffan (Stephen's Castle), it was in existence by 1137.
Supper was followed by a lecture delivered by Professor David Austin, who set the
castles of West Wales in a geographical and cultural context.
On Friday 9th April, we set off first to visit the masonry castle of Newcastle Emlyn, on
its promontory site round which the River Teifi loops. Built as a Welsh castle about
1240, it changed hands on many occasions. Then we went on to Cilgerran, a
magnificent masonry castle with two substantial towers, and possibly the site of a
ringwork, perhaps partially represented by the rock-cut ditch that separates the two
wards. History relates that in 1108 the site was first fortified by Gerald of Windsor,
'husband to the admirable Nest, the daughter of Rhys ap Tewdwr (d. 1093), lord of
Deheubarth (south-west Wales)' to quote the handbook, from where Nest was
abducted by Owain ap Cadwgan of Powys and Gerald made his exit via a latrine. As
we shall see, there are eloquent claims that these events took place not at Cilgerran,
but in another castle we visited. We next went to the commanding height of Castell
Nanyfer or Nevern, a motte and bailey castle separated by a rock-cut ditch from an
'inner castle' with a tower. Delegates also had the opportunity to visit the church, with
its beautiful Celtic crosses. Our last visit of the day was to Newport, where we
explored the layout of borough and masonry castle both of which existed by 1215. In
the evening we were treated to a talk by Chris Musson, recently retired from the
RCAHMW, and a selection of his aerial photographs.
On Saturday our first castle was Laugharne, an early 12th century ringwork site of
earth and timber located on a low coastal cliff, and a masonry castle that was rebuilt
in the late 12th/ early 13th century. This rebuilding perhaps was a response to an 1189
attack by Rhys ap Gruffudd, the lord Rhys. From the mid 13th to the late 14th century,
the de Brian family, based in Devon, held the castle and developed it into a major
masonry structure. In the late 16th century, it was transformed into an elegant Tudor

mansion by its tenant, Sir John Perrot. Next we visited Manorbier, another masonry
castle, noted for its fascinating 12th and 13th century domestic buildings, and as the
birthplace of Gerald of Wales who wrote, 'In all the broad lands of Wales, Manorbier
is the most pleasant by far'. Reluctantly leaving Manorbier, we were rewarded by our
next masonry castle, Carew. Gerald of Windsor built a castle here early in the 12th
century, and Carew is the other contender for being the site from Where Nest was
abducted - we even inspected a latrine through which Gerald might possibly have
escaped! The 'old tower' originally stood as a free-standing tower; later in the 12th
century it was sandwiched between rectangular mural towers. Sir Nicholas de Carew
further developed the castle in the late 13th and early 14th century, and in the 16th
century Sir John Perrot replaced the medieval north range by a Tudor construction
that incorporates a second floor long gallery.
We then went on to Wiston, an impressive example of a motte and bailey, constructed
by Wizo the Fleming in the early 12th century. A shell keep dating from the 13th
century surmounts the motte; it probably replaced a timber tower. Our next site was
Llawhaden a masonry castle that began as an earth and timber ringwork, perhaps for
Bernard, the first Norman bishop of St Davids in 1115. In 1194 the Welsh razed it to
the ground. Llawhaden, like Laugharne, was one of the castles that fell to the Lord
Rhys. It was replaced by a masonry castle of the early 13th century, but it was
substantially transformed by Bishop Thomas Bek (1280-93). Later medieval additions
include a bakehouse and a new gatehouse. In the evening, the conference dinner
was followed by the Annual General Meeting.
Sunday, our last day, began with a visit to the
dramatically located Carreg Cennen, a masonry castle perched on top of a limestone
crag. Originally the site of a Welsh castle,
none of which apparently has survived, the
existing castle dates from the late 13th and
early 14th centuries. By 1369-70, the castle
had to be repaired; further repair work was
undertaken in the early 15th-century following the attack by the supporters of Owain
Glyn Dwr. The ruins were consolidated in the
19th century by the Cawdor family; we were
able to inspect the rebuilding, which is made
evident by the absence of medieval lime tha
leaches out from the lower part of the walls
Dinefwr, our next site, is a Welsh masonry
castle associated with the Lord Rhys (d
1197), but the earliest existing phase is
An artists impression of how the castle and surrounding town of Dinefwr may have appeared during the years after 1326.
(Illustration by Chris Jones-Jenkins, 1998).Crown copyright:Cadw - Welsh Historic Monuments.

the 13th century round keep. In the later 13th century there was a long occupation
accompanied by substantial building work by the English, and Dinefwr was to stand
firm against Owain Glyn Dwr's forces. There is an inner ward and a two level outer
ward with a rock-cut ditch to the east.
We went on to Dryslwyn, another Welsh masonry castle, which perhaps dates from
the division of Deheubarth in 1233. Rhys ap Maredudd was given permission by
Edward I to retain Dryslwyn, but he lost Dinefwr. However, following his rebellion in
1287, the English laid siege to Dryslwyn and archaeological excavations uncovered
stone shot from the trebuchet that was used. Middle and Outer wards had been added
to the castle before the siege. During the English occupation, there was extensive
rebuilding, including the great hall. In 1403 the castle surrendered to Owain Glyn Dwr,
and much of it was demolished in the first half of the same century. One of the
fascinating aspects of Dryslwyn is the evidence that has survived for the borough on
the hilltop site, and evidence of medieval field systems in the Tywi valley below. Later,
Dryslwyn became a 'rotten' borough.
Our final site was the royal Norman masonry castle at Carmarthen. A motte with later
stone revetment has also survived; it appears that there was a castle at Carmarthen
from the early 12th century. Controlled at times by the English and at others by the
Welsh, it was retaken by William Marshal ll(as was Cilgerran). By 1275 the castle
consisted of an inner bailey with five towers, the great tower, gatehouse, hall, kitchen,
and chapel. In 1279 Edward I made Carmarthen the centre of a new shire, and the
castle was maintained throughout the 14th and 15th centuries. Owain Glyn Dwr
captured it in 1403/4, following which it was repaired. A fine gatehouse with a portcullis
and machicolations over the entrance has survived.
The excellent weather contributed to the success of the conference. However, by the
time we climbed up to Dryslwyn, a cold wind was blowing. In Carmarthen, the streets
were completely empty as the inhabitants concentrated on the Welsh-English rugby
match; old enmities between the Welsh and Normans have been transmuted into a
different form, and I am pleased to relate that Wales won. It started to snow as the two
buses returned to Lampeter, but by that time many of the delegates were on their way
home.
I wish to thank the co-organizers and guest speakers who so ably led us round the
sites: David Austin (Newcastle Emlyn, Nevern, Newport, Carewand Wiston), Richard
Avent (Cilgerran, Laugharne and Llawhaden), Chris Caple (Dryslwyn), Nicky Evans
(Newport), John Kenyon (Manorbier and Carreg Cennen), Neil Ludlow (Carmarthen)
and Sian Rees (Dinefwr). The whole conference was only possible with the back up
support provided by Emma Evans and Helen Lloyd at the University of Wales,
Lampeter, and I wish to thank them heartily for their tremendous efforts.
Penny Dransart, University of Wales, Lampeter.

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL CSG CONFERENCE
Castles Of Kent and East Sussex 1999 April 6-9th.
The Castle Studies Group are pleased to announce the following programme for the
Fourteenth Annual Conference.
The conference will be based at the University of Kent, about a mile outside the city of
Canterbury. Residential accommodation will be in single rooms with a choice of
ordinary or en suite facilities. The cost will be £185.00 ensuite or £160 (other). This
includes bed and breakfast, packed lunch, conference room and coach. As usual,
bookings will be taken on a first come, first served basis, up to the capacity of one
large coach (77 places).
For non-residential delegates the total cost is £80 per person; this includes packed
lunch, but not breakfast. A booking form is enclosed with this Newsletter and the
deposit should be sent not later than January 30th 2000. Delegates who prefer to use
their own car should indicate this on the registration form.
Organiser Richard Eales can be contacted o n |

Provisional Itinerary and Lecture Programme:
Thursday April 6th:
Canterbury castle and City walls.
Friday April 7th:
Saltwood, Westenhanger, Lympe, Dover, Deal
Saturday April 8th:
Chilham, Tonbridge, West Mailing, Sutton Valence, Bodiam.
8.00 pm. Annual General Meeting , Rutherford College.
All CSG members are warmly welcomed.
Sunday April 9th:
Allington, Cooling, Upnor, Rochester
Cheques should be made payable to the Castle Studies Group and sent to: Richard
Eales.B

CONFERENCES
The White Tower Conference
One of the spin-offs of the Royal Armouries moving a vast chunk of their operation to
South Yorkshire was that the White Tower itself, suitably shorn of portable national
treasures, finally had a sporting chance of being viewed properly in its own right.
Under the aegis of Edward Impey, Historic Royal Palaces set in train the most
comprehensive research project on the building hitherto attempted (see Early Norman
Keeps Project, p. 16). On 16th April 1999, a day conference was held at the Society of
Antiquaries dedicated to the recent research carried out on this crucially important
building. During the latter part of the afternoon, the company moved en bloc to the
Tower itself, where a private 'showing' of the building took place, followed by very
acceptable refreshments.
The day began with Edward Impey introducing the proceedings by giving an outline of
the background and scope of the project. Three speakers concentrated on details of
the fabric which have established the sequences of building (outlined on p. 17). The
first speaker was Roland Harris, who carried out a survey of the whole building,
followed by John Crook, who gave a paper on his close examination of St. John's
Chapel. Julian Munby and Dan Miles later spoke about the results of their work on the
carpentry and dendrochronology, which has been so important in enabling dates to be
assigned to phases. The current level of the roof dates only to the 1490s, when an
extra floor was also inserted. The Norman roof seems to have been steeply pitched
and set within a storey-deep parapet (as at Hedingham), so that the inclusion of an
internal gallery on the top floor was a relatively late development (as at
Newcastle-upon-Tyne). However, some of the audience had reservations about the
detail of the newest interpretation of the roof arrangement. A heated discussion
ensued, reaching almost religious fervour, in which the opposing sects might have
been dubbed, in good Swiftian tradition, the 'high-roofers' and the 'low-roofers'.
The remaining three papers were dedicated to other aspects of the building, which
have also received scant attention in the past: the possible origins or inspiration of its
form and the function it might have fulfilled. Edward Impey, searching for a precursor
in France, argued convincingly that the very ruinous early 11th-century tower at
Ivry-la-Bataille in Normandy provides the best model. Jeremy Ashbee then spoke
about the way in which the building might have been used, based on the architectural
clues revealed by the surveys. Philip Dixon widened the horizons of this debate by
looking at a broader sample of great towers and considering their usage; Hedingham,
Norham, Castle Rising and Norwich were included in these, amongst others.
Such a wealth of information has emerged from this project that a summary here
cannot begin to do it justice: we shall all wait with bated breath for the publication,
expected in 2000 (or 2001). However, here are a few of the salient points to be going

on with. What emerges from the research is a well thought out and planned building
inspired by existing models across the channel of which, perhaps, only Ivry survives as
a pointer, although others are tantalisingly suggested by documentary sources.
The tower was started in the late 1070s and went up in stages at about the previously
accepted rate of (see Renn and Harvey) between 3 and 3.7 metres per year. After a
hiatus of, perhaps, a decade, starting c.1083, the work was resumed and finished
around the turn of the new century.

BASEMENT

1ST FLOOR

ENTRANCE FLOOR

2ND FLOOR

The general design of the tower was envisaged from the start: the basement floor was
never a reception area, but served as storage only; there is no reason to suppose that
even the sub-chapel was designed as a 'crypt'. The building had two upper floors,
apparently dedicated to the provision of a dual set of grand reception rooms, with a
wide entrance reached by stair. Although a forebuilding (demolished in 1674) abutted

the south-west turret during the first phase, it might have been keyed in by the time
phase 2 was in operation. The visitor found a large, heated hall stretching out before
him and occupying just over half the floor space of the tower. The rectangular chamber
on the right was separated by a solid wall, only later cut by arcading, and had a large
recess in the south wall (to house a throne?). Off it was an apsidal room (under the
chapel) well set up to act a private space: a withdrawing and robing room, even down
to the built-in mural wardrobe.
The two doorways into the reception chamber might argue for the existence of a timber
screen or partition at the northern end, making a passage to reach the staircase in the
north-east corner. This led to the first floor, where a similar arrangement of hall and
chamber, but with St. John's chapel occupying the position of the 'robing room' below,
perhaps argues for more restrictive and exclusive access. The double light windows at
this level are a further indication of higher status. The two reception rooms were open
to the original rafters, only the chapel rising to a second storey to accommodate its
tribune. The two smaller staircases in the north-west and south-west corners were
originally designed to reach galleries in the thickness of the walls at roof level. Only
later, after the roof was raised, were they incorporated into the upper floor and an extra
floor inserted c.1490 finally formed a new storey.
The White Tower, like so many donjons of the Romanesque era, emerges as a hugely
impressive building, without doubt deliberately designed to be seen from afar which, to
the modern mind presents a great difficulty. What useful function could it possibly
have served? It was too big to heat comfortably; you could not serve food in it
conveniently; it would be murder to live in, yet it was too posh to be military. What was
it for? These were the questions that the conference provoked. The White Tower does
not stand alone; there are hundreds of examples of such buildings, although this one
can be seen amongst the cream of its type.
The answer, I believe, is not even to attempt to approach them from the standpoint of
the modern mind. They had a ceremonial function which in some way underpinned the
social hierarchy that we can only now vaguely comprehend. Perhaps we can come
closer to understanding them if we regard them in a similar light to modern flagship
buildings which, in the nature of things, now tend to be the product of big corporations.
Social values do not change fundamentally, only the detail changes. William the
Conqueror and William Rufus needed buildings to perform similar functions to the
Lloyds and Channel 4 companies, and that is only partly to do with practical function.
Rumbling under the surface buzz of conversation at the White Tower conference, the
words 'white elephant' could occasionally be distinguished. Another building that was
mentioned once or twice was the Millennium Dome.
Pamela Marshall.

CONFERENCES
Castle Studies at the Leeds International Medieval Congress 1999
Castle studies were well represented at this conference, which was attended by
hundreds of medievalists from all over the world. The Haskins Society, which devotes
its efforts to the history of the Norman period and related matters, sponsored a
session on castles and settlement/landscape history. The session was chaired by Dr.
Christopher Lewis, School of History, Liverpool University. The three contributors
were Dr. Bob Higham (Exeter University), Robert Liddiard (doctoral student at the
University of East Anglia) and Andrew Lowerre (doctoral student at Boston College,
Massachussetts). Bob Higham spoke on "Castles and settlement history in south west
England". Robert Liddiard spoke on "The development of Norfolk castles: landscapes
of lordship?". Andrew Lowerre spoke on "Before the castle: centres of lordship in
Anglo-Saxon England".
Despite roasting temperatures in a small room, it was a stimulating occasion which
produced good questions from its audience. The three speakers approached their
subjects from slightly different angles. Bob Higham addressed the influence which the
topography of the south west region exerted on the distribution and siting of castles
and then continued with an assessment of the region's rural and urban settlement
pattern. The ways in which castle-building was influenced by the settlement history
and, conversely, the ways in which the latter had been affected by castle-building
emerged as complementary themes. Robert Liddiard explored the relationship between pre-Norman centres of lordship in Norfolk and the siting of Norman castles,
which often revealed some continuity of seignurial interest. He then continued with an
exposition of the landscapes around castles, arguing that they were deliberate
creations of the castle-building class, designed not only to provide the elements of a
high-status life-style but also to demonstrate status and life-style to the rest of society.
Andrew Lowerre compared patterns of pre-Conquest land-holding with those of the
Norman period with particular reference to the south-east midland counties. Here,
while some instances of continuity could be suggested, the likely Anglo-Saxon
centres, identified through analysis of Domesday personal names, comparative
estate values and other indicators, seemed to have less influence on the subsequent
siting of the castles of new Norman landlords.
What these three contributions revealed was, perhaps not surprisingly, how difficult it
is to generalise about such developments in even a small country such as England.
Regional variation in settlement patterns, types of land-holding and in the structures
of rural society need analysis without preconceptions about the outcome. Distinguishing those variations which arose from existing variations in the Anglo-Saxon
period from others which might be products of the Norman period itself would be a
further and desirable task.
Bob Higham.
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CONFERENCES
Sarah Speight presents a summary of her paper on the fortification of churches
given at the Leeds International Medieval Congress, July 1999.
Churches as Castles: the misuse of religious buildings during the reign of
Stephen
The reign of Stephen [1135-1154] saw civil war strike England as he and his cousin,
Henry I's daughter Matilda, contested the occupancy of the English throne. This was
a conflict that revolved around the siege of castles and towns from the initial siege of
Exeter castle in 1136 to the siege of Wallingford in 1153. The war saw the fortification
of numerous temporary 'siege castles', structures thrown up in haste deliberately to
pursue the siege of an established building. Whilst several of these were entirely new
earthworks, many others utilised whatever resources were available in the locality.
Inevitably some of these resources would be churches.
Why use churches ?
Some reasons are obvious - a stone building, often with a useful tower, and a building
frequently in close proximity to the castle under attack. If not close to the castle, then
the church was adjacent to town gate or town wall, giving a view of churches, in the
phrase of Richard Morris [Churches in the Landscape, 1989] as 'saintly bastions,
providing a holy shield for citizens within.' The relationships of castles and churches
has long been recognised and needs little further comment. But it is important to
stress the physical proximity of these sites. Many churches were within contemporary
long and cross-bow range of castles due to the historic relationship between them. It
therefore followed that churches without castle defences would be keys to the siege
of those castles.
Churches could be utilised in two main ways: A. The churchyard was fortified with
ditch and rampart. B. The church fabric was strengthened.
Category A is easily the most common considering the speed with which siege castles
were thrown together. Matilda's men built a timber 'fort' at Bampton, Oxon, in 1142.
According to the Gesta Stephani it was placed 'right on the church tower, which had
been built in olden times of wondrous form and with extraordinary skill and ingenuity.'
Perhaps a palisaded curved ringwork was thrown around the church. Bampton was
captured by Stephen's forces in 1142 so it was clearly perceived to be a military threat.
The major drawback in considering the meagre details provided by contemporary
sources such as Gesta, is that we are dealing with a set of monastic or episcopal
authors who may well be morally affronted by the misuse of religious buildings/
precincts in this way. The slightest involvement of a Church in war [eg the short term
garrisoning of a church] could be enough to lead to an explosion of outrage and a
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series of standardised desecration images. We get virtually no detail but plenty of
vituperation !
The Angevin castle of Wallingford on Thames was in an almost constant state of siege
from 1139 until 1153. In 1139 Stephen had the castle hemmed in by siege-works. But
his dispositions were not a success and and the siege-castle garrisons surrendered to
Miles of Gloucester. In the opinion of the Gesta, this happened because:
'From a church there, that is to say, from a house of religion and prayer, he [Stephen]
allowed a castle to be made and a home of blood and war to be raised up. For,
because a church is built so that the house of God should be, and be called, a house
of prayer, most assuredly he who makes it a habitation of warriors gives offence to
God himself. So, because, as it is written, no sin goes unpunished and with what
measure a man metes it shall be measured to him again, my opinion is not foolish if
I assert that this happened to the king because he turned a house of peace and
salvation into an asylum for war and strife'.
Similar judgements are given by the same author upon the famous desecration of
Hereford Cathedral close. In 1140 Geoffrey Talbot not only turned the cathedral tower
into a platform for siege-machines, but he built a rampart in the cemetery, heaping up
the bodies of the locals in the process. This brings home to us a deeper reason for the
use of a church in warfare. As well as the physical elements mentioned above, there
was also the fact that to fortify a church was to offer a deliberate insult to the local
population or enemy. A church could become a castle then in various ways. It could
be enclosed with ditches and ramparts, see its towers strengthened with timber
hoarding and used as machine platforms, it could be turned into an arsenal for
weapons or a barracks for soldiers or, the fabric of a church could be used to repair a
castle. Whatever usage was made, the chroniclers were certainly clear in their own
minds of the difference between a church used in war and a church used to delay
conflict by virtue of its sanctuary rights.
The message of this is that, despite its warnings of excommunication, the church was
unable to prevent knights utilising church lands and buildings in war. There was a
clear feeling that atonement could wait! Indeed, church lords themselves engaged in
war and built siege-castles - Bishop Henry of Winchester was in every way the equal
of Earl Robert of Gloucester. The use of churches as castles, terrible it might be to the
monastic and clerical writers of the day, does chime fittingly with the imagery of no less
a figure than Ailred of Rievaulx that the monk was the soldier of Christ and the
monastery his castle: 'No castle is strong if ditch or wall has to stand alone, or if the
tower is not higher than the rest; in this castle humility is the ditch, chastity the wall and
charity the tower'.
If we cannot separate church and state in the middle ages, perhaps we should be less
rigorous in our categorisation of castle and church.
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CSG Trip to Lebanon and Syria, 14-24 September 1999
I will resist the temptation to list all the places we saw, if only not to make the members
who did not go on this trip ill with jealousy. Instead, I will try to pick out some of the
main impressions and memories which have stayed with me, along with the problem
of mounting all those slides.
Firstly, obviously, the castles. We saw the big and famous ones, and are they big. It
is difficult to convey the size of such a place as Crac des Chevaliers, Margat or
Saone. You can write that the walls of towers at Crac are at least ten metres thick of
solid masonry or that the rock-cut ditch at Saone is 25 metres deep, but this does not
really begin to convey the sheer crushing bulk of the building works visible. The oven
at Crac is something like ten metres in diameter. It had to be because the castle had
a garrison of some 2000 men in its heyday; these are problems and solutions of a
scale which we in the British Isles do not come across in our castles. This sheer mass
of masonry, made up so often of enormous blocks of stone, was something we got
used to in all the sites, big and small.
Like the universal use of barrel and groin vaults, where we expect to see wooden
floors, this gives the castles a very different feel from ours. From this you go on to the
problems of the re-building that we find; all the castles both re-use stones and have
their own stones re-used in turn. The stones are used by masons in very much the
same ways, whether the buildings are Roman or medieval; Ottoman, Christian Syrian,
Crusader, Turk or Mamluk. Disentangling the dates from the ruins is much more
difficult than in the west, at least in those parts of the west where they have cut stone
features and mouldings. One of the things which impressed members was that where
the published plan shows a nice, large castle of one or two periods, beware. Every
large complex castle we saw had evidence of more periods than the written accounts
allowed for. Do not blame the poor writers of these, for remember these castles would
take months just to survey the standing remains, let alone disentangling them from the
thorns, the literal ones and the ones of academic controversy. Do watch out, however,
for accounts written on the basis of a quick look round.
Because of the dominance of the big sites (both then and to modem eyes) we saw
fewer small sites than we had in Israel. This was inevitable; how could you cut short
the time spent at Saone to go to some little ruin ? It was a loss, though, in comparison
because in Israel we saw more of the context and support for the Crusading kingdom,
simply because the big castles are not in that country. However, we did see
something of the lesser ones; in Coliath the locals got their own back, when the Castle
Studies Group members visited the cry went up: let's go and look at the mad tourists.
We saw something of the other side, too. The dtadel at Aleppo is as impressive as
any Crusader work, although the Damascus citadel was unfortunately out of bounds
to visiting castellologists - it is being converted into a centre for monument conservation. The great mosque at Damascus was a remarkable experience for a medievalist; much nearer the atmosphere of a medieval cathedral with its mixture of fervent
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pilgrims, tutorials, people dropping in for a rest from the heat and tourists, all mingling
casually in a vast space, than anything you can find in the West. We grew so tolerant
under the Syrian influence that members of the Castle Studies Group were even
prepared to go and see the Roman ruins at Palmyra in the heat, and pay for the
privilege of getting up early to do so.

There was more to the trip than castles. There were the inevitable debating points,
some serious such as over Beirut: should the needs of excavation in this ancient city
give way to the overwhelming need to rebuild it after the war to get rid of the scars of
division ? How would we start tackling the serious study of such major monuments in
detail ? Then there were others. What was the relationship of Con Manning's
moustache to that of President Assad ? How could the hotel food be so repetitive
when there was such a variety of other things on sale in the markets ? How could we
go into a bargaining session in the Souk and end up paying more than the original
asking price ? There were problems: the bacterium which made every member of the
trip better acquainted with Syrian sanitation than they wanted to be; British Airways
surpassed itself in its mistreatment of Johnny de Meulemeester's luggage; the
appliances and electric supply of the hotel at Tripoli; some inevitable mis-timings and
being unable to see everything on the programme. These were much out-weighed by
the whole experience. We saw a lot; we learned a lot; we made friends; no-one was
really late on to the bus. We were all most grateful to Denys Pringle for his all his
efforts in organising and guiding us on a really memorable adventure.
T. E.McNeill
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FUTURE EVENTS. 2000.
Royal Archaeological Institute lectures:
January 12th:
Fettemear: a Forgotten Bishop's Palace in North-Eastem Scotland. P. Dransart &
Nicholas Bogdan
March 8th:
Dolforwyn Castle, Powys: 19 Years of Excavation. Lawrence Butler.
The Lectures are held inn the Rooms of the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London
W1V0HS at 5.00 pm.

Study Tours
Dr Sarah Speight will lead the following tours:
June 15th - 18th: The Medieval March: Shropshire in the 12th Century:
A repeat of a highly successful tour of 1999, based on the Lion Hotel, Shrewsbury, which looks at Marcher
society, concentrating upon the Montgomery, Corbet, Lacy and Pantulf families. Includes visits to Ludlow,
Clun, and Moreton Corbet castles, and the abbeys of Shrewsbury, Haughmond, Buildwas and Much Wenlock.

September 30th- October 7th - 'Medieval Istanbul':
This will concentrate upon the monuments and history of Imperial Constantinople but will also take in the
Ottoman fortresses of Yedikule and Roumeli Hisar.

Pamela Marshall is also arranging the following:
April 15th - 25th - Archaeology of Holy Land
Includes a number of Crusader castles.

September 15th - 17th "Goodbye to Boiling Oil"
A weekend residential course on castles based at Nottingham University.

Further details about these and other residential study tours can be obtained from:

Special Programs Unit, School of Continuing Education, University of Nottingham,
Jubilee Campus, Wollaton Road, Nottingham NG8 1BB.
Paul Remfry leads the undermentioned tours:
May 5- 7th: The Trilateral
An in-depth look at the castles of Skenfrith, Grosmont and White.
October 6- 8th. The Coastal Castles:
Visiting the Marcher castles of Caldicot and Chepstow.

NEWS - ENGLAND - NATIONAL
'Heritage Open Days'.
'Heritage Open Days' is England's contribution to European Heritage Day which sees
similar events take place in more than forty countries. In 1999 over 2000 properties
participated over the weekends of September 11/12th and 18/19th (London). The
Civic Trust co-ordinate the project in partnership with such bodies as English Heritage.
English Heritage played their part and the following castles were open with free public
access and often with the provision of regular guided tours.
West Midlands: Acton Bumell, Longtown, Moreton Corbett.
Yorkshire & Humberside: Thornton Abbey Gatehouse, Richmond/Easby Abbey
East Midlands: Bolingbroke Castle
Eastern: Berkhamsted, Castle Acre, Weeting Castle.
South West: Portland Castle, Sherboume Old Castle,
South East: Westemhanger Castle.
Details about the Year 2000 Heritage Open Days will be available on the Civic Trust
web site (www.civictrust.org.uk), or direct from the Civic Trust, 17 Carlton House
Terrace, London, SW1Y 5AW.
"Images of England"
The historic listed buildings of England are to be posted into cyberspace by the
National Monuments Record. A photograph of every listed building will be digitised
and put onto the internet by the Royal Commission (now part of English Heritage)
following a £3.09 million grant from the Heritage Lottery Fund, part of the Millennium
Festival Fund. This will create one of the world's largest, free, on-line picture libraries
by the year 2002. It is expected that over 450,000 listed structures will eventually be
documented. There are currently 425 listed castles, 489 pigsties, 982 lampposts and
2195 telephone boxes.
Early Norman Keeps Project
The Early Norman Keeps project arose as a direct consequence of the White Tower
Recording and Research Project - the large-scale project funded by Historic Royal
Palaces and undertaken by the Historic Buildings Recording Unit at the University of
Reading. This, as most of the readership will be aware, is a project combining
stone-by-stone recording, dendrochronology, geology, and structural analysis of the
fabric with documentary and antiquarian graphic research for the White Tower from
construction to the present day. One major outcome has been the revision of the
traditional chronology: building works that began in the second half of the 1070s
paused by c.1083 for as much as a decade, before works resumed c.1090 and were
completed by 1100. More relevant here is that it was clear that studies of contem-
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porary buildings were not sufficiently developed to allow for the new findings to be
seen in context.
The project is a loosely defined and quite limited research project examining towers or
donjons relevant to the White Tower either in terms of design or date. Relevant
buildings include Ivry la Bataille (where Dr Edward Impey has completed a reassessment concluding that this building dates from the early C11 th: in the course of the
project we have taken samples for radiocarbon analysis); Colchester Castle (we have
recently completed a much needed base plan survey and have held a day working
seminar for those with an active research interest in the castle); Chepstow great tower
(survey and analysis completed 1999); and Durham Castle 'chapel' (work proposed).
The project is informal and has seen contributions from Edward Impey, Jeremy
Ashbee, John Crook, Eric Femie, Philip Crummy, Paul Dairy, Roland Harris, and Rick
Turner. Funding has come from government agencies and research grants. Publication of several of the castles will come within the forthcoming HRP White Tower
monograph, Ivry is in press (Soc of Antiquaries), and Chepstow is likely to form part of
a multi-period monograph on the castle.
Queries on any of these sites and other C11th castles or towers are welcome: please
contact Dr Roland B. Harris, Dept of Archaeology, University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading. RG6 6AA, or e-mail |

Ivry-la-Bataille, from Jean Mesquis 'Chateaux Forts et fortifications en France' (1997),
who ascribes a date ofdOOO. Dr Michael Thompson, writing in the 'Fortress 'Journal
(No 15), November 1992, stated "Jean Mesqui has claimed a tenth century date for
the interesting apse and cross wall recently revealed in the ruined keep of Ivry la
Bataille, a predecessor, as it were, for the White Tower, but one may be doubtful
about a date before say about 1100". Dr Impey is suggesting that the tower is very
early eleventh century certainly predating the White Tower. On the right is a reversed
image of the Tower (not to scale) for comparison.
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NEWS - ENGLAND • NORTH
Thirlwall Castle NY660662
Thirlwall Castle is a medieval 'hall-house' in the valley of the Tipalt Burn, near
Greenhead, and built entirely of dressed stone taken from nearby Hadrian's Wall. It is
a SAM and Grade I listed, and appears in the Castles at Risk Register. - see page 50.
It lies within the heart of the Hadrian's Wall World Heritage Site. The grant aid, which
totalled £22,000 has enabled the first phase of conservation work to be completed.
This included a feasibility study, encompassing photogrammetric recording, structural
surveys, environmental assessment, consolidation proposals, public access and
interpretation provision and the negotiation of a long term lease by the Park Authority.
Additional funding is being sought from both the HLF and the European Regional
Development Fund, to allow work to begin on conserving the structure and its
associated habitats.
Dally Castle NY775844
The ruins of Dally Castle have now been consolidated by the National Park Authority.
Dally is a 13th century hall-house and the quality of its surviving stonework, especially
the arrow loops demonstrates it must have been a prestigious building. It was built in
1237 by David Lindsay, a Scottish noble, but underwent major modifications including
the addition of two corner towers in the 14th century. The building was still occupied
in the 17th century, but was used as a quarry for the construction of the nearby mill
and house.
The consolidation followed the completion of a long term management agreement
between the Park Authority and the landowner, Mr John Festing. The consolidation
was undertaken by Historic Building Services (Prudhoe) and was directed by Peter
Rogers of the County Council's Conservation Team, following detailed survey work by
Adam Welfare. The site will not be widely advertised, so will remain as one of those
little historical gems in the Park landscape that visitors almost stumble over by
accident and like to think that they have discovered for themselves. It is hoped to
create a small layby where a basic information panel incorporating a reconstruction
drawing will be located. The site was fully open to the public in the Summer of 1999.
Harbottle Castle NT932048
Harbottle Castle is one of the most important archaeological and historical sites in the
whole of the Northumberland National Park. Newsletter 11 reported on excavation
and consolidation works that started in 1997 and the following is an update.
The 1997 work programme concentrated on the summit of the motte and the craggy
masonry remains of the fortified keep which still dominate the now tranquil village of
Harbottle. A photograph taken in 1860 by the Trevelyan family of Wallington Hall
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shows the collapsed masonry, which now lies in the ditch below, still in situ, although
leaning somewhat precariously.
Project work in 1998/9 centered on three distinct but interrelated components: survey,
excavation and consolidation. The first two components of the archaeological investigation were directed by Jim Crow and formed part of a training programme of the
Dept of Archaeology, University of Newcastle. In addition, a ground penetrating radar
survey concentrated on the motte and sections across the castle defences. The
ultimate aim is to integrate all site survey and geophysical data in a Digital Terrain
Model.
Excavations were conducted on the motte, as an integral part of the overall consolidation and conservation programme and to comply with Health and Safety requirements for future public access to this part of the site. The main excavation concentrated on two infilled embrasures and Tudor gun emplacements on the northern
curtain wall of the motte, rare surviving features which were being dislodged and
damaged by tree roots. Further excavation over the next year is planned to reinvestigate old excavations for which no adequate records survive.
Detailed reports on all the surveys and excavations are available for reference at the
National Park Office in Hexham. In addition to the on-site field work, a comprehensive
programme of documentary research is being carried out by Alan Rushworth on
behalf of the Park Authority for use in future educational and interpretive material. The
site was opened to the public in 1999 and a small car park has been constructed
nearby for visitors.
Further information on the above three projects can be found in Archaeology in
Northumberland published by Northumberland Archaeology and Building Conservation Services, part of Northumberland County Council, for which thanks are due. The
articles include reconstruction drawings of Thirlwall and Dally by Peter Ryder, Historic
Buildings consultant, who can be contacted on ^^^^^^^MA more detailed
account of the Harbottle archaeological investigations will be provided in the next
issue of Archaeology in Northumberland.
Dilston Castle. NY977633
The North Pennines Heritage Trust submitted a request to the HLF for £293,709
covering the renovation/consolidation of Dilston Castle, Chapel and Bridge. The total
project cost is £391,162.
Durham Castle. NZ270420
The University of Durham, given responsibility for Durham Castte in 1837, has
submitted a bid for £3. million to the HLF in a £4.2 million project to renovate the
castle. Work in late 1998 was commissioned by the University to carry out a survey of
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the Castle's west wall. Expert abseilers were employed and the team used the latest
techniques in laser technology in a bid to penetrate the secrets of the building.
Using the abseiling equipment, the team implanted a series of reference discs into the
Castle's west face. The discs were used to collect previously unobtainable data on
boundary dimensions and sizes for the first ever physical survey of the castle in its 900
year history. Richard Metcalfe, Director of Estates and Buildings said "This project
will give us vital data which will help in our key aim to renovate the Castle, and,
crucially, improve the level of public access. It is tremendously exciting that modern
technology can be used so practically to help us understand and preserve our ancient
heritage".
The survey was carried out by Smith Gore, with the abseiling undertaken by Premier
Design Surveys.
Sandal Castle SE337182
Details of this HLF funded project were outlined in the Summer Newssheet. At the end
of September the Project Management Team was formed, and final planning permissions sought. The full funding of £488,000 has been secured and work started in
October. Project completion is late Autumn 2000.
Kendal Castle Centenary Project.
Kendal Castle - SD 522924
13th century shell keep with hall, tower, and gatehouse. Ancient Monument
23704
In June 1996 The Heritage Lottery Fund awarded South Lakeland District Council a
grant of £247,000 (75%) towards the cost of the Kendal Castle Centenary Project.
For many years the Castle Hill site was used simply for grazing cattle with little
attention given to masonry repairs, or encouragement for local people and visitors to
explore and understand the impressive remains.
To remedy this situation the South Lakeland District Council prepared the Kendal
Castle Management Plan with the active support of English Heritage and local
organisations. Its principal aims were:
To repair and preserve the remains of Kendal Castle, an archaeological site of
regional importance, and to develop the educational and recreational potential of
the Castle Hill site.
In 1995 the Kendal Castle Consultative Group decided to put together all the
objectives of the Management Plan. The Centenary Project would have a deadline of
June 1997 to coincide with the centenary of the purchase of the Castle Hill site, and
form the basis of a bid for support from the HLF. The bid comprised four main areas
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of work at a total estimated cost of £330,000. The resulting offer was one of the firsjt
awarded to a scheduled ancient monument in the country.
The work of implementing the project to an ambitious timetable began in August 1996
and has continued since then. The four phases are described below:
Repairs and consolidation to the built fabric of the Castle have been the project's
first priority from the start. Under the management of Lancaster University Archaeological Unit (LUAU), Carr Humphries Architecture was commissioned to draw up a
detailed repair specification and to seek tenders from experienced contractors.
Historic Property Restoration (HPR), once part of English Heritage, provided a
competitive price, matched to an excellent track record. Work began in August 1996
and was largely complete by the end of the year, at a cost of £108,000.
Hall Block Improvements: At the outset it was agreed that the Centenary Project
should provide a visible improvement to the castle site, to enhance visitor's understanding and enjoyment of the archaeological remains. To this end, the second phase
of work included an archaeological excavation of the western half of the main hall
block. This revealed two collapsed vaults, and the southern and western boundary
walls of the main hall, together with intramural passages. The excavation and
subsequent consolidation provided a much clearer impression of the extent of the
main hall and reveals something of the complexity of the phases of building and reuse
of the castle site. These works were undertaken again by LUAU and HPR to a
specification provided by Carr Humphries Architecture. A viewing platform has been
provided above the existing vaults. The total cost of phase two was about £100,000,
which included an assessment report on all past excavations at the Castle.

Plan of Kendal from the T Machell MSS of 1675.
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Signing and interpretation forms an important and integral part of the Centenary
project, providing visitors with a greater understanding and appreciation of the
historical importance and natural resources of the site. Past Forward of York (who are
associated with the Jorvik Centre) were awarded a contract to provide five interpre
tative plaques at the Castle, directional signs to the Castle, and a full colour leaflet
providing introductory information for visitors.
Landscaping and Site improvements embraced a wide range of work to improve
access to the site, conserve its landscape features and enhance its nature conservation value.
As at September 1998, the full costings were available, and in all amounted to
£325,000. In addition to the HLF funding, the balance of £83,000 came from a mixture
of sources, including £26,000 from English Heritage covering essential repairs,
various local authorities, the Kendal Civic Society and industry donations.
Public Interest. The level of public interest in the project was considerable, resulting
in a marked increase in the numbers of visitors to the site. Following a packed public
meeting in October 1996 the initial local interest resulted in the formation of the
Friends of Kendal Castle Group. This Group of local residents is dedicated to raising
funds to undertake further archaeological excavations at the site.
The Way Forward. The need for several improvements to the site have become
apparent over the past 12 months and are considered necessary to round off and
complete the Centenary Project. These include:
1. Providing a metal staircase to the North west tower (addressing a safety issue
whilst providing a new visitor experience at the Castle).
2. Undertaking further erosion control work, as recommended by English Heritage
engineers, to ensure the long term stability of the monument.
3. A possible further archaeological dig adjacent to the chapel site, associated with
further safety measures along the east curtain wall;
4. Repairs to the car park area to the east of castle hill.
The Consultative Group has submitted a bid to the SITA Environmental Trust Fund
to undertake these additional works. If unsuccessful, a further application may be
submitted to the HLF.

English Heritage Properties North Region
David Sherlock reports:
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Richmond Castle I Cliffords Tower/ Belsay
Conservation plans in accordance with Heritage Lottery Fund guidelines have been
produced for Richmond Castle and Clifford's Tower by York University, and for Belsay
Castle by English Heritage, with input from Peter Ryder and Grace McCombie.
Berwick-upon- Tweed
A new guidebook to 'Berwick Barracks and Fortifications' (replacing lain Maclvor's 1967
guide) has been produced for English Heritage by Doreen Grove, Inspector of Ancient
Monuments, Historic Scotland. It provides a tour of the buildings and fortifications
associated with Berwick's military past, and gives an account of the walls and barracks.
It also provides an insight into the lives of the soldiers stationed at Berwick.
Barnard Castle
Excavations at Barnard Castle" by David Austin. The two volume report on excavations
1974 -1981 is now with the English Heritage monograph series editor for publication.
Aydon Castle was used for a week for filming scenes from "Elizabeth", starring Cate
Blanchett, but no footage was used in the final version. Warkworth Castle was,
however, used.
NEWS - ENGLAND - THE MIDLANDS AND WELSH MARCHES
Weoley Castle. SP022827
The 'Birmingham Post' ran a headline "Neglect ruining our historical gem". Birmingham's most important ancient monument has fallen into disrepair after years of neglect
by the city council. English Heritage has urged the council to take swift action to protect
the 13th century monument. In view of the scale of the work needed, a phased
programme of repairs linked to a conservation plan has been suggested.
Chartley Castle, Staffordshire. SK010285
Occupying a hilltop overlooking the A508, midway between Stafford and Uttoxeter,
Ranulf de Blundeville, Earl of Chester built a powerful stone castle here in 1220. There
are design affinities with Ranulf s castles at Beeston and Bolingbroke. Consolidation
works have been completed by the new owner, with the help of a grant from EH. The
impressive remains have now been secured after many years of uncertainty.
Boothby Pagnell Manor, Lincolnshire. SK969308
CSG members and delegates to the East Midlands conference in 1996 will recall our
visit to the picturesque Boothby Pagnell Manor in April of that year. It was described in
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the visit summary (Newsletter 10) as a 'chamber block or first floor hall (depending on
your interpretation)' The summary also mentioned that Edward Impey had carried out
survey work and that traces of other buildings within the (moated) enclosure had been
found.
Edward Impey has subsequently written an article for Country Life (July 29th 1999),
where he reassesses the "Manor House" in the light of these survey findings. The
upstanding building dates from the 1180's, and the findings challenge Margaret
Wood's interpretation, discussed in her well respected book 'The English Mediaeval
House' 1964, that Boothby Pagnell was an example of a 'first floor hall'; ie that the
larger of the upper rooms acted as the communal, semi-public hall, and the smaller
room served as bedchamber for the family's private use. Work done by Dr John Blair
- 'Manorial Domestic Buildings in England and Northern France, London 1993,
suggest that 'first floor halls' are not houses at all but would typically be accompanied
by ground floor halls of a familiar kind - perhaps similar to Oakham Castle.
It is now assumed that the 'Manor House' was part of a larger complex which would
have included a ground floor hall. Resistivity survey has detected a large rectangular
outline to the east of the Manor House, shown by a small excavation in 1996 to belong
to a massive stone building, either of the late 11th or early 12th century. The surviving
building would now more correctly be defined as a chamber block and adds further
weight to a changing view regarding the story of the evolution of the English House.
This can be summarised as follows: As the 13th century progressed, the chamber
block began to be built attached to and at right angles across the upper dais end of the
hall, and a second block became increasingly common that incorporated the 'services' at the lower end. The resulting 'H' shape, or E, including a porch, represented
the basis of the English House plan in use from the 15th to the 17th century.
Hartshill Castle, Warwickshire SP324944.
English Heritage is concerned about the condition of this castle, located close to
Hartshill Country Park. It is understood that the site is up for sale, and there have been
discussions with a prospective owner who hopes to vest it in a charitable trust. It is
hoped that this will lead to the improved management and conservation of the site.
Whittington Castle, Shropshire SJ326312.
The Whittington Castle Preservation Trust announced in March 1999 that it had
assumed responsibility for the management of Whittington Castle, near Oswestry.
This is a local community led charitable trust and it was felt that this provided an
appropriate framework for promoting the best interests of the Castle. With this legal
structure in place, its hopes to be in a position to attract public and private sector
funding and support. Chairman of the Trust, Mr Colin Robinson said "This is an
important milestone in the history of the castle as once again responsibility for the
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Castle's maintenance and upkeep will be in the hands of local people."
This opportunity has been secured by negotiating a licence, which includes an option
to buy the castle. The licence is for eighteen months and is to give the Trust time to put
together a funding package with which to acquire a 99 year lease... Mr Robinson said
"the castle is a scheduled ancient monument and Grade I listed building and has
national historical and archaeological significance. It is therefore likely that the funding
package will include an application to the Heritage Lottery Fund and other heritage
bodies as it is unreasonable to expect a small rural community alone to fund a project
of this scale and complexity."
The Trust appointed heritage consultants W.S Atkins to assist in the production of a
feasibility study with a view to identifying a viable and sustainable business plan as
this will be the key to securing the necessary funding. The consultant team brought
together experts in a range of disciplines and were lead by Janet Miller, an archaeologist, with extensive experience of managing this type of project. At the end of
September the report was completed and submitted by W S Atkins to the Preservation
Trust. The cost, £21,000 was partly funded by English Heritage, The Architectural
Heritage Fund and local public bodies. The Introduction to the initial consultant's
proposals stated in part that "the site is a Scheduled Ancient Monument and today,
although much of the fabric is lost, it is of national as well as local importance.
However, as the Castle Studies Group has recently highlighted, Whittington Castle is
on the English Heritage Monuments at Risk Register. Repair and conservation is
required if further deterioration is to be avoided."
The Whittington Castle Preservation Trust are seeking discussions with English
Heritage and the Heritage Lottery Fund with a view to submitting a fully costed and
viable management plan that takes account of all the attributes of the site. The first
target is to secure the 99 year lease (£95,000), followed by the submission of an
application to the HLF before the end of the year. Initial estimates put the desired
funding in excess of £500,000.
In the meantime, the organisation "Friends of Whittington Castle" is inviting members.
The annual subscription is £5 per person, and this includes a quarterly Newsletter. For
details write to: The Friends of Whittington Castle,
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M
^ • ^ ^ • ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 Further information is available from the web site
http://www.btinternet.com/~whittington.castle. The Chairman of the Trust is Colin
Robinson, who can be contacted on ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H Write to the Trust at: ^^M

Wilton Castle Herefordshire. SO590245
On the Buildings at Risk Register, English Heritage have recently agreed to make an
offer of £93,000 towards consolidation of the red sandstone walls and towers of
Wilton Castle, near Bridstow, Ross on Wye. Owners Andrew and Heather Jackson
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have already put more than £40,000 of their own into improving the fabric of the
existing, mainly Victorian house, built into the south.wall, as part of the earlier ruined
16th century house.
Mr & Mrs Jackson are seeking to raise a further £40,000 which is necessary to enable
English Heritage to go ahead with the grant, and is hoping that the Herefordshire
County Council and the EU can help with funding. English Heritage have advised that
the priority is to eradicate the ivy - huge trunks are thrusting the [stonework] apart.
Making safe the walls would give the Jacksons the option of opening up the castle and
grounds to the public, and they are committed to the task of improving the castle and
making it secure. However, each new block of sandstone costs £120.
The award is part of an English Heritage campaign on castles all along the Welsh
border. It coincides with a radical overhaul of the main grants scheme, recognising
increasing financial pressures on private owners, [see page 55] Grants have already
been made to Pembridge Castle (Gatehouse) and Brampton Bryan, and the work
here is now finished, although there is cause for concern over the chapel at
Pembridge, and this has gone onto the Register.
Other sites where EH are hoping for positive outcomes to negotiations are Richards
Castle, Hopton, Alberbury and Clifford. Snodhill and Stapleton are in their sights,
but are somewhat more problemmatical.
Ludlow, Shropshire SOS08746
On Saturday, October 23rd, 40 members of the RAI met for their Autumn meeting in
Ludlow, and the morning was spent looking at various features of Ludlow Castle. The
guide was Richard Morriss, now a freelance buildings archaeologist, who was
involved in a detailed survey of parts of the castle undertaken by the City of Hereford
Archaeology Unit a number of years ago. A reassessment of the castle is in process
and the resultant monograph on Ludlow should be due for publication in the summer
of 2000. Contributions are being co-ordinated by Ron Shoesmith. For the 'Buildings'
section, key contributors are:
Norman military works of the Inner Bailey - Derek Renn
The Round Chapel of St Mary Magdalene - Glyn Coppack
The Solar Block - Richard Morriss
The Great Hall - Michael Thompson
The Chapel of St Peter - Outer Ward - Paul Remfry & Peter Halliwell
Mortimef's Tower- John Kenyon
Wigmore Castle, Herefordshire SO408693.
On October 12th, Wigmore Castle was formally opened to the public, following a
reception held at St James Church. The following is the text of the English Heritage
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News Release:
"English Heritage today opened the last great medieval castle in England which, until
English Heritage acquired it in 1996, had never been repaired or conserved. After
three years work costing almost £1 million, Wigmore Castle looks very like it has done
for the last 200 years.
Sir Jocelyn Stevens, Chairman of English Heritage speaking at the opening, said
"Three years ago Wigmore Castle was about to collapse. It was one of the most
vulnerable historic monuments in England.
"Having visited the castle with my Commissioners we decided to save it and to adopt
an entirely new approach to its conservation and presentation. We would consolidate
the ruins so that the castle would remain a romantic ruin forever. Once again we have
fulfilled our promise, coming in ahead of time and under budget. As a result Wigmore
Castle's spectacular ruins will continue to dominate their wild and windswept hilltop for
many generations to come.
"The fragile ecology of the site, with species of plants and animals little changed since
the early 1700's, has been left intact. Likewise, much of the castle's past lies buried,
eight metres deep beneath the surface - a time-capsule and one of the most important
archaeological sites in England, undisturbed.
"Everyone from schoolchildren to academics, will have access to the fully digitised
three dimensional record that we have made of the castle, which is probably the most
complete computerised record of any site in Britain.
"Had we adopted the traditional approach, one which we and our colleagues in CADW
and Historic Scotland have used in the past, we would have excavated the entiire site
to reveal buried buildings. We would have laid out the site as something it never was,
a ruin with neat grass lawns. The fallen debris would have been removed, formal
paths laid and concrete steps, metal railings, litter bins, a custodians hut, a car park,
lavatories, a shop, perhaps even a 'heritage centre' imposed. There would have been
bossy notices everywhere with worn patches and puddles where people had stood to
read about what they were looking at. There would be warnings about how dangerous
ancient monuments are.
"Instead we have kept the promise I made three years ago that the Castle would
remain untouched and the spirit of the place intact. I want every visitor to feel they are
discovering for themselves Wigmore, the magical, evocative and mysterious ruin
which invites exploration, vivid with wild flowers and sustaining a remarkably rich and
flourishing wildlife".
At Wigmore English Heritage has developed an 'organic' method of making the ruins
safe. Instead of imposing on the ruins an inappropriate 'textbook' programme of
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restoration and presentation, experts felt their way forward, using experimental
techniques, learning as they went from what the Castle had to teach.
English Heritage also took the unusual step of employing an ecologist on the team.
His expertise, combined with that of English Heritage's own landscape specialists and
our health and safety advisor, is responsible for the successful use of nature itself - the
planting of dense and hostile species of thorn, bramble and nettle - to deter visitors
from danger zones.
At Wigmore, the walls and wildlife are mutually dependent. Tufts of grass and
wildflowers temporarily removed from the wall tops were kept alive in special tubs.
Now back in place they will help protect the walls from frost and cracking. Even ivy,
reinstated, will shield rather than invade the walls.
A visit to Wigmore is free but it is not for everyone. There are no visitor facilities. It is
a hard walk to the top of the hill. Children must not go alone. We have worked with
the local authority and the people of the village to ensure that visitors neither disturb
the peace and character of Wigmore nor, through their numbers, destroy the very
experience they have come to enjoy".
Wigmore Castie - The Repair - A view from architect Bob Tolley of S. T Walker and Partners.
"The consolidation programme started on site in September 1997. A works compound
was established well away from the monument itself for site units and storage. At the
same time a temporary road was built using old railway sleepers to protect the
underlying archaeology.
The steep hill-top site of Wigmore Castle presented its own problems. It was difficult
getting building materials onto the site and finding secure footing for the scaffolding,
especially where it had to be used on steep slopes to prop up dangerously overhanging walls. Sources of stone were looked for locally. Johnson's Roadstone
Quarry at Leinthall Earls supplied rubble stone for repairing the walls. Sandstone of
a colour matching that originally used for the dressings- window, door and corner
reinforcements- were brought from the Forest of Dean.
We set to work and scaffolded the east tower and associated curtain walls, the curtain
walls to the gatehouse, south tower and south curtain wall which had collapsed.
Detailed discussions were held on site at every stage in the process and methods of
repair developed over a long period of time. Each bit of masonry was carefully
inspected and repair procedures agreed before we began. A major problem was
caused by a huge old ash tree which had grown in the remains of the east tower. It
had been cut down but the stump and roots had continued to grow, forcing the
masonry apart. We had to dig four metres down to remove it - but all the digging was
done by archaeologists.
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One of the main stabilisation techniques used was the Cintec Anchor system. This
involves drilling small holes diagonally across a crack in one direction and then
diagonally in the other direction at a higher level. A steel rod encased in a fabric sock
is inserted in the hole and grout is then injected between the sock and the rod. The
sock deforms and takes up the shape of the inside of the wail and this ties everything
together.
The extent of our intervention was kept to an absolute minimum. We rebuilt the south
curtain wall, which had collapsed, using some of the fallen stone and some from a
local Wigmore quarry. We also rebuilt some of the superstructure of the north east
tower. Where window arches needed supporting, we have put in stainless steel arch
centering so that it can clearly be seen to be a modern addition. In the east tower we
filled in space with rubble in metal cages, known as gabions.
The sleepers used for the temporary road have been recycled into steps and a couple
of minimal railings of local oak erected on the steepest path. A single metal grill has
been placed over the east tower latrine shaft. All the plants used to deter people from
danger zones were propagated on site. Only one notice board, with details of the site,
has been put up, at the bottom of the hill. String and oak pegs, which will eventually
disintegrate, are currently securing the turf and wildflowers replanted on the wall tops
until they take hold.
Anyone who works on monuments of this sort gains a tremendous admiration for the
masons who built them in the first place. Like today, the quality was variable but after
working at Wigmore for two years, in all weather conditions, my admiration only grows.
These masons knew what materials were available to them locally and how they
would perform. Some of our techniques are entirely new, devised specially for
Wigmore. Only time will tell how successful they have been".
NEWS - ENGLAND - EAST
Norwich Castle. Norfolk
In October -1998 - The Heritage Lottery Fund confirmed its £8 million grant towards
the redevelopment of the Norwich Castle Museum. Work started in the Spring of
1999, and the project, which includes an external lift up the Castle Mound to deliver
visitors directly at the Castle's front door, will be complete by December 2000.
The £11.7 million project - a partnership between Norfolk County Council, Norwich
City Council, and the Tate in East Anglia Foundation - will bring improved access to
the building and its collections, more public space for exhibitions, high quality galleries
and a vibrant interpretation of the history of the building itself. In detail it will mean:
30% more of the castle building available to the public - space will be freed within
the castle building for more displays and better visitor facilities by the removal of the
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Administrative offices of the Norfolk Museums Service to the Shirehall, together with
other staff offices and some of the collections.
Significant improvements to the setting and surroundings of the Castle,
including improved access - The Castle is situated on the top of a steep mound, with
poor access routes and inadequate signage, whilst the surfacing of the mound is
unattractive and in urgent need of replacement. There will be major improvements to
the pathways, signage, night-time lighting and landscaping.
Universal access within the building - significant parts of the building are currently
inaccessible to those in wheelchairs, or with walking difficulties. New lifts within the
Rotunda and the Norman Keep will remove these barriers, whilst facilities for those
with other forms of disability e.g.. Induction loops, will form part of the improvements.
Enhanced educational facilities - the proposals include a 150 seat flexible lecture
space, making the Castle a more valuable resource for schools and students.
Enhanced visitor facilities - a more inviting and welcoming entrance, a new shop,
improved cafe and toilets will facilitate an enjoyable visit for visitors.
Explaining the Norman Keep - the Norman Keep is a scheduled ancient monument
of major importance and attracts a great deal of public interest it has undergone
many changes in its 900 year life, so that its original form and function are difficult to
appreciate. A major new and exciting 'experience' for visitors will increase understanding, and will safeguard the historic fabric. Described as 'the most ambitious
secular building of its generation in Western Europe', Norwich Castle will itself
become a prime exhibit. The Nomnan Keep will tell the dramatic story of the building
as palace, garrison, and prison. The reinterpretation of the Keep has been made
possible by a generous grant from the Wolfson Foundation.
The second phase of building works - on the Castle itself - started in Autumn this year
and will take one year. To enable this phase to be completed as quickly as possible
the museum will be closed during this period. The final phase will be the external
improvements and these will be finished by the end of 2000. The £12 million capital
cost of the project will be met by the County Council, and Norwich City Council, the
East Anglia Arts Foundation and the local business community who are contributing
£3 million between them, and the Heritage Lottery Fund grant.
The Historic Buildings Recording Unit has recently been commissioned to advise and
set up the recording and analysis of the interior of the keep, so the Early Norman
Keeps Project will also include Norwich. Sandy Heslop, in ' Norwich Castle Keep Romanesque Architecture and Social Context' (1994) argued for an earlier start date
for the Keep (1090's) than hitherto considered.
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NEWS - ENGLAND - SOUTH
Tonbridge Castle. Kent.
On August 31st, 1999 Tonbridge Castle Gatehouse closed its doors to visitors, and
work on a £375,000 millennium scheme to complete the ground and first floors and
repair the spiral staircase began. In addition, all the graphic material and the current
audio tour will be upgraded. The missing floors on the ground floor and first floor levels
will be replaced and the spiral staircase in the East Tower will be repaired.
The Borough Council has secured £125,000 of Heritage Lottery Funding for the
revised scheme. Space created by the work - two additional rooms- will be of a high
quality and in keeping with the fabric of the gatehouse, and will be used for an
education room for schools and colleges, provide extra exhibition space, an area for
special interest groups and facilities for civil weddings and other functions. A detailed
archaeological study, which has been undertaken by David and Barbara Martin of
Archaeology South East, has also enabled the interpretation of the site to be revised.
Visitors will be able to enjoy a circular tour of the gatehouse made possible by repairs
to the stairs. A special closed circuit television system will allow people with disabilities
to enjoy views of the gatehouse interior. Architect Stuart Page has been commissioned for the work.
It will be 'business as usual' whilst works progress, and civil marriages in the Council
Chamber will continue. Audio tours of the motte and bailey site will be organised from
the Tourist Information Centre, and visitors will be kept up to date as work progresses
with a display of photographs and information.
Work should be completed by September 2000 in time for the 100th anniversary of the
gatehouse's opening to the public under Council ownership.
Cooling Castle, Kent TR754760
Cooling was built for Sir John de Chobham, a licence to crenellate being granted in
1381. Henry Yevele, the King's Master Mason was believed to have been consulted
over the design. In 1942 the site was sold to the trustees of Rochester Bridge, who
have now decided to pass on responsibility for its upkeep to a new owner. Estate
Agents Cluttons Daniel Smith are quoting a guide price of £50,000 - £100,000 for the
complete set of buildings, including the well preserved outer gatehouse, the inner
quadrangle, landscaped grounds and moat. With additional land for access and
parking, the site covers seven acres.
As a scheduled ancient monument, with no house on site, there is little prospect of
planning permission being granted to build one, which is likely to restrict the number of
potential purchasers. However, the Agents believe that the castle would make 'a
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C O O L I N G CASTLE
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wonderful private garden, a visitor attraction, film location, or venue for parties and
wedding receptions'. Tel: 0171 408 1010. Cooling Castle is currently on the Buildings
at Risk Register and estimates of up to £1 million have been suggested to cover the
costs of thorough conservation.
Thurnham Castle, Kent. TQ808582
Overlooking the wide vale in which flows the River Len, Thurnham Castle, near
Maidstone, stands near the top of the North Downs 250 metres to the north of the
village of the same name. Kent County Council have been awarded a grant of £67,500
from the HLF (47%) to help conserve this motte and bailey castle. CSG member Alan
Ward has spent many years researching the castle, and has compiled a detailed
history and description. See 'Members Interests'.
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NEWS - WALES
Castlewales.com web site.
Most months see new material added to the site, in the form of essays, historical notes
and other features. The following are a selection of articles that have been posted
over the last year.
Richard Wlliams has contributed an article concerning the 18th century drawings of
Samual and Nathaniel Buck. The Buck Brothers were the creators of an indispensable pictorial record of how the castles of Wales appeared in the post-medieval
period.www.castlewales.com/bucks.html
Ben Furnival has contributed an essay on the reasons behind the construction of the
'Iron Ring' of castles built by Edward I - www.castlewales.com/edward1 .html
Dinham Castle, Monmouthshire, with drawings, as described by a mid-19th century
antiquarian, www.castlewales.com/dinham.html (John Cotton).
The apparent discovery of Owain Gyndwr's grave at Monnington Court Farm, near
Vowchurch, Herefordshire, on the mound known as Monnington Straddle (SO
382368), a motte, with wet ditch, double in part, a scheduled ancient monument. To
date there is no physical evidence for a grave. (September email Newsletter).
Information submitted by John Northall describing three small castles built by the
native rulers of North Wales, Pen-y-Castell, Bryn Castell, and Pen-y-Mwd.
Www.castlewales.com/penycas.html, and /pass.html.
Pencoed. ST423908
Pencoed, near Llanrnartin, six miles east of Newport, is a large unfortified 16th century
house. It incorporates one of the original 13th century towers and part of its curtain
wall. These may be relics of a castle held in 1270 by Sir Richard de la More, and in
1306 by Maurice and Walter de Kymys. It has long been at risk. The gatehouse and
corner tower are ruined and the mansion lies in a gutted and derelict state, though still
with some flooring and the roof more or less intact.
Legend Court Ltd have submitted plans to Newport and Monmouthshire County
Cpuncil for the development of a 1200 acre theme park adjacent to and including
Pencoed Castle. Legend Court estimates that phase I of the project will attract some
17,000 visitors a day to the site, with those numbers increasing to 27,000 per day with
the completion of phase II. This would create one of Europe's largest theme parks.
Initial plans called for the castle to be converted into a hotel; apparently the plan now
is to simply restore the castle. More details are available on the Legend Park Ltd web
page: www.legendcourt.co.uk/main.html.
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NEWS - WALES
Earliest castle doors in Britain discovered at Chepstow Castle
At a conference in April this year organised by the Chepstow Society and Chepstow
Museum on recent research at Chepstow Castle, Cadw announced that dendrochronological dating had revealed that the average tree-ring felling date range for the
timbers used in the pair of oak doors, which had hung until 1964 in the outer
gatehouse of castle, was between 1159 and 1189. Dan Miles of the Oxford Dendrochronological Laboratory described how he had used a micro-boring technique,
producing cores no greater than 5mm in diameter, to obtain these dates. He had also
dated the oak doors between the barbican and the upper bailey of the castle, in this
case by measuring the tree rings visible in the end-grain of the horizontal planks. This
demonstrated that the doors were made sometime in the middle of the sixteenth
century. Similarity in their design to the elm doors between the middle and lower
baileys and that at the entrance to Marten's Tower suggests that they were all
approximately contemporary replacements for earlier doors.
Dan Miles' analysis of the carpentry used in the gatehouse doors had shown that they
were also remarkable as representing the earliest use of timber converted through
sawing and of developed mortice and tenon joints to be identified anywhere in Britain
or northern France. Added to this, externally the doors had been sheathed in wrought
iron for extra protection against attack. Finally and critical to our understanding of the
significance of these doors to the dating of the gatehouse, they were constructed from
green or unseasoned oak within a year or two of felling and had been built as one, not
from re-used timber.
Richard Avent was faced with the task of reconciling these dates with the previously
accepted dating of the outer gatehouse to William Marshal's sons sometime between
1219 and 1245. He argued that the gatehouse could not have been constructed
before the castle came into William Marshal's hands through his marriage to Isabella
de Clare in 1189, as Richard de Clare's estates had been in the wardship of the Crown
since his death in 1176. Another piece of corroborative evidence came in the form of
a Henry II silver Short Cross penny, minted sometime from 1183 onwards and
subsequently deliberately cut in half, which Kevin Booth had found in the construction
levels of the gatehouse during his excavations in 1991. If the gatehouse had been
built as part of the Marshal's first work at the castle, it would be the earliest rounded
medieval twin-towered gatehouse in Britain but that might well accord with the
advanced techniques used in the construction of the doors.
The rest of the conference was devoted to reports on other aspects of the castle's
historical and architectural development which have formed part of a wide-ranging
research programme initiated by Rick Turner, Cadw's Inspector of Ancient Monu-
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Edward Whymper's 19th century engraving of the
inner face of the Chepstow outer gatehouse doors.
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ments with responsibility for the castle. Roland Harris argued that the Great Tower
could not have been completed by the time of William fitz Osbern's death in 1075.
This was based on his work at the Tower of London, where estimates have been
made of the amount of work that can be achieved within one building season, and on
the style of the chip-carved decoration on the tympanum over the doorway, which
elsewhere has been dated to later in the century. Harris also questioned the
interpretation of the great tower as a hall, claiming that the wall niches were more
consistent with its use as an audience chamber.
Three related papers considered the development of the castle under Roger Bigod III
during the last quarter of the thirteenth century. David Robinson summarised the
main findings of his work on the Receiver's accounts which had first been identified
and summarised by Arnold Taylor. Despite being incomplete, the accounts reveal
much about the building sequence and the craftsmen involved in the construction of
the buildings in the lower bailey and in heightening the Great Tower. The accounts tell
us that in 1292-93 the great hall and the New [Marten's] Tower were plastered and
painted. Bevis Sale's paper described the results of a detailed examination of the
fragmentary remains in both locations, reconstructing large areas of the original
decorative scheme. His and Rick Turner's recording of the niches of the Great Tower
has also revealed that they contain remains of the oldest domestic decorative scheme
in the United Kingdom.
Rick Turner reviewed Roger Bigod Ill's work in turning the lower bailey into a palatial
residence. The gloriet described in the Receiver's accounts appears to have been on
the site of the Earl's Chamber and Bigod retained the spirit of the gloriet in this
chamber while building a new great hall and kitchen range. Marten's Tower, almost
certainly on the site of the "Red Tower" in the Receiver's accounts, with its two well
appointed chambers and chapel above a defensible ground floor, formed a suite of
important guests' lodgings, perhaps even for the King.
In the final paper Anne Rainsbury, the curator of Chepstow Museum, reviewed the
wide range of pictorial representations of the castle which, at the lower end of the Wye
Valley, was much visited by late eighteenth and nineteenth century "tourists", often
with sketch book in hand. Some of these illustrations showed long lost buildings
associated with the later domestic use of the castle and helped to explain some of the
more idiosyncratic surviving architectural features.
The day finished with a special screening of the 1913 silent film "Ivanhoe", most of
which was filmed at the castle. Its star, King Baggot, and most of the local population,
as acting extras, were to be seen cavorting among the ivy-shrouded remains unaware
that they were passing backwards and forwards though the same doors which had
once opened for the great Earl Marshal.
Richard Avent
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NEWS - SCOTLAND
The Scottish Castles Association
In September 1998, the Scottish Castles Association held their inaugural annual
conference within the newly completed conference facility at Culcreuch Castle. 64
delegates were welcomed by the SCA Chairman John Wright of Plane Castle.
The papers given were wide ranging: Professor Charles McKean demonstrated how
new information could be brought to light through various analysis techniques and
reconstructions, while Chris Tabraham demonstrated the relationship between social
status and the degree of accommodation provided within castles and towers, by
investigation of a carefully chosen sample group. Aonghus MacKechnie's paper
focussed upon the king's masters of works, presenting a range of inter-related
buildings, built mostly for the crown, and which might be associated with particular
named designers; and Michael Bath's discussion of Alexander Seton's painted gallery
at Pinkie, crammed with philosophical symbolism and allusions to to Seton's own
stoicism, represented yet another area of innovative research. Dr Bath's book of
painted ceilings is awaited with great interest.
The final speaker was Judy, Lady Steel of Aikwood. Her contribution - which included
a short video presentation - represented the practicalities of tower-house restoration,
and focussed on some of'the pitfalls and discoveries made in the course of Aikwood's
'renaissance'. The day ended with a splendid dinner at Culcreuch, hosted by David
Littlefair of Culcreuch.
The Scottish Castles Association's second annual conference was held at Culcreuch
Castle, on Sunday, 3 October. 1999. Chairman for the day was CSG member,
Norman Hall, Vice-President of the SCA.
Mike Davis, architectural historian, opened proceedings on the theme of 'A Moral
Dilemma - the rights and wrongs of restoring historic buildings'. Graeme Munro,
Director and Chief Executive of Historic Scotland, gave an overview of the range of
work carried out by the agency which has over 300 managed properties in its care.
Peter Buchanan described the work carried out during the restoration of the Great Hall
of Stirling Castle. In the same enthusiastic vein Peter Drummond, project architect of
the Castle Tioram Trust, reported on his two-year involvement with this isolated castle
in Moidart.
Geoffrey Stell (also of CSG) spoke of the role of the Royal Commission on the Ancient
and Historical Monuments of Scotland in the detailed recording of Scotland's built
heritage. The public are cordially invited to consult their records either through the
internet or by visiting John Sinclair House in Edinburgh for consultations, Mondays to
Fridays 9.30am - 4.30pm (4pm on Fridays) except for public holidays. Nola Crewe
(also of CSG) concluded proceedings with an entertaining multimedia presentation of
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her three-year struggle to become an owner and restorer of a castle in Scotland. The
motto 'PRESERVING THE PAST FOR THE FUTURE', suggested by Nola, has been
accepted as the motto for the SCA.
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland
A former Secretary of RCAHMS and author of the important The Medieval Castle in
Scotland (1927), William Mackay Mackenzie (1871-1952) was the subject of a lecture
given in Cromarty, Mackenzie's place of birth and retirement, by Geoffrey Stell.
Publication is planned.
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland
Following on from a meeting held earlier in 1998, the Society hosted a second seminar
on issues relating to Scottish tower house restoration on 8 December. A follow-up
enquiry and report is planned.
Last year's Rhind Lectures by John Dunbar on the subject of 'Scottish Royal Palaces:
the architecture of the royal residences during the late medieval and early Renaissance periods' have now been published, and are the subject of a longer notice seepage: 62
NEWS - SCOTLAND - EXCAVATIONS
Excavations at the Bishop's Palace, Fetternear, Aberdeenshire (NJ 723170)
The following report on the fifth season's excavation of this site (visited by CSG in April
1997) comes from Nick Bogdan and Dr Penny Dransart, University of Wales, Lampeter.
As part of the July 1998 excavation season at Fetternear, the team drew the north and
east elevations of the Post-Reformation towerhouse and mansion, the north and west
elevations of the Regency wing and the north and west elevation of the early Victorian
wing. During the August 1999 season members drew three internal elevations of the
cross walls inside the mansion.
Finds from the two excavation seasons included a double-sided ivory comb (perhaps
late 13th/early 14th century), a dress pin of a similar date, a total of three prunts (glass
seals) bearing the coat of arms of the Counts Leslie, and two golf balls with the outer
covering missing, of a type with a wound rubber core that dates from after 1901 in
Britain. Although most of the 19th century excavation was backfilled and restored as a
lawn, it might be that early in the 20th century the Bishop's pit briefly served as a golf
bunker(cf. the private golf course that formerly surrounded Drum Castle, Aberdeenshire).
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Members of the research team have also pursued an active programme of research
into the documentary sources relating to the site and its owners. It is now clear that
Fetternear is one of nearly thirty castles, palaces and mansions that its owners, the
Leslies of Balquhain, once owned in Austria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, England,
Scotland and Slovenia. These included major structures such as the Thun Palace
(now the British Embassy) in Prague, the fortress of Ptuj in Slovenia and the baroque
castle of Nove Mesto-nad-Metuji in northern Bohemia.
The 14th century Bishop's Palace at Fetternear greatly exceeded in scale the
post-Reformation towerhouse and mansion that was developed from parts of the
former castle. It was rebuilt in the 1330s by Bishop Alexander de Kininmund I.
Geoffrey Barrow (Robert Bruce, 1988, 308) has suggested that Kininmund was
responsible for drafting the Declaration of Arbroath. It is certain that he went as an
envoy to present the Declaration to the Pope in Avignon, and he was perhaps
impressed by the scale of bishops' palaces during his journey through France in 1320.
Although he was initially elected to the see of St Andrews, Pope John XXII appointed
him Bishop of Aberdeen, and he was able to realise at least some of his ambitions to
construct on a large scale at Fetternear.
Castles constructed round courtyards consisting of integrated suites of rooms date
from the late 14th century in northern England. In Scotland, square castles organised
round a courtyard and with square towers at the corners seem to date from an earlier
period (e.g. Fyvie, Fetternear, Old Caerlaverock and Old Panmure). However, it is not
yet known whether the Scottish castles had integrated suites like the English ones.
Northern English castles, such as Bolton castle, may have been influenced by
developments occurring in France. During the 14th century, royal and ducal palaces
in France were designed to have the main rooms disposed in a sequence on the one
floor. Ultimately, Mary Whiteley (in J. Guillaume, ed., Architecture et Vie Sociale,
1994, 47-63) traces this type of plan to the papal palace at Avignon, as developed
after 1342. We anticipate that the future excavation seasons at Fetternear will help to
provide evidence to examine the early development of courtyard castles in Scotland.
The project directors wish to thank Mrs C Whittall, Mr J Whittall, Mrs C Fyffe, Mr R
Fyffe and Mr D Fyffe for their support and for allowing access to the site.
Sponsors: Aberdeenshire Council, BPAmoco, The Hunter Archaeological Trust,
Royal Archaeological Institute, Russell Trust, Society of Antiquaries of London,
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, the Scottish Castle Survey and University of
Wales, Lampeter.

(This is an abbreviated version of the submitted report due to editorial constraints. Full det
available from Penny Dransart or Nick Bogdan).
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Other Castle Excavations In Scotland 1998/9
Botel Castle bailey NX818616 - Early Medieval bailey
During the 13th and mid 14th century - evidence of the construction of a Mansion
House by 'King' Edward Balliol c 1347 by the excavation of a large high status
medieval building.
A Penman and E Cochrance
Caerlaverock Old Castle NY027654 - 13th century castle and earthworks.
Excavation/survey on the site of the earlier of the two 13th century castles built by
the Maxwells. M L Brann for SUART - Sponsor:Historic Scotland
Ingleston Motte NX774579 - 12th century motte
A Penman, L Averill.
Liberton Tower NT265696- Medieval tower house
T Addyman - Addyman & Kay. For HS, and Castle of Scotland Preservation Trust,
HLF
Castle Tioram NM662724- Underwater survey adjacent to castfe ruins
D A McCullough, M Taylor- Sponsor: Soc of Antiquaries of Scotland
Kinlochaline Castle NM697476 Tower House
S Haliiday for GUARD Sponsor - Highland Council
Brodie Castle NH979577 Standing Building recording
A Dunn - Kirkdale Archaeology
Dunure Castle NS252158 Medieval / post medieval castle
T Addyman - Addyman & Kay - Sponsors HS, Strathclyde Building Preservation
Trust. HLF
Craignethan Castle NS815463 Watching Brief
D Stewart, Kirkdale Archaeology for HS.
Doune Castle NN728010 Watching Brief
G Ewart, D Stewart, Kirdale Archaeology
Stirling Castle NS790940 Excavations
G Ewart, D Stewart, Kirkdale Archaeology.
Further details are available from 'Discovery and Excavation in Scotland', published
each year by the Council for Scottish Archaeology, c/o National Museums of Scotland, Chambers Street, Edinburgh, EH1 1JF. See also page 48.
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NEWS - IRELAND
Barryscourt Castle, Co Cork, is a large early 16th century tower house with bawn.
Over the past decade it has been recorded and conserved. From 1996 to 1999 part
of the bawn has been excavated by Dave Pollock. This work produced evidence of an
earlier irregular shaped bawn with fragmentary remains of buildings. It was discovered
that the original castle comprised a number of mortared stone buildings enclosed by
a bank and fosse. But it would appear that the earliest defended feature was a moated
site. In the 16th century part of the moat was filled in and a range of timber framed
buildings erected at the west end of the bawn.
Kilkenny Castle excavations have all but been completed by Ben Murtagh. Ben is
also carrying out a survey of the Hook lighthouse in Wexford. This building has
generally been considered to be a circular keep built by Marshal before 1245.
However, Ben Murtagh has shown it to have been built originally as a lighthouse by
Marshal after he had a narrow escape at sea. The building is designed as a
lighthouse, is not defensive, and has fine stone vaulted roofs over each level as well
as two medieval fireplaces. It is interesting that this building has always acted as a
lighthouse and is still in use.
Alan Hayden has commenced further excavations at Maynooth Castle where he is
excavating the keep to bring the level down to the original medieval floor. So far he has
discovered a well and a mortared floor. The work is being done as part of the
conservation of the castle with a view to opening it to the public in the next few years.
Works at Trim Castle are coming to an end and it is hoped that the site will be open
to the public in the summer of 2000.
Eamon Cotter carried out limited work on a tower house in Kilcoe, Co. Cork, in
conjunction with restoration and conservation work there. A section of the missing
bawn wall was uncovered during this work. Conservation works on a 16th century
tower house with a hall of similar date attached to it at Athclare, Co Louth, are now
complete. The hall and tower house each have a fine ornamental fireplace.
Paul Logue excavated a medieval house, probably a strong house rather than a hall
house at Ballincotty, Co Tipperary. Only the ground floor area remained but he found
clear evidence of a ground floor entrance and stone steps immediately inside the
doorway giving access to the first floor. All known hall houses in Co. Tipperary and
Offaly have first floor entrances, so if this is a hall house it is an exception to the rule.
David Sweetman
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REVIEWS
MEDIEVAL BISHOPS' HOUSES IN ENGLAND AND WALES
Michael Thompson's Medieval Bishops Houses in England and Wales (Ashgate
Publishing Ltd, Aldershot Hb £35) surveys the episcopal palaces and houses of the 21
dioceses of England and Wales built between the Norman conquest and the
Reformation. It is not a work of excessive length, about 160 pages plus appendices,
briefly describing 5 see castles, 14 see palaces, 28 manorial castles and houses and
4 London properties. It also relates these buildings to the lifestyle of their occupants
and to their financial resources.
Because of the author's particular interest, special attention is not only paid to palaces
of military character (Durham, Llandaff) but two chapters deal with a number of
important castles built on episcopal manors. The first considers those developed
during the twelfth century, initially by Bishop Roger of Salisbury and Bishop Alexander
of Lincoln, and subsequently by Bishop Blois of Winchester and Bishop Puiset of
Durham. The second chapter covers episcopal security during the later middle ages
when important castles such as Amberley, Rose and Saltwood were built in reaction
to particular historical circumstances, and assertive additions were made to earlier
structures during the fifteenth century for residential and status reasons (Farnham,
Buckden). With most of the see palaces thoroughly established by the close of the
thirteenth century and hindered from further expansion by close walls and multioccupation, episcopal development during the later middle ages concentrated on
manor houses such as Charing, Mayfield, and Southwell, and subsequently on
grandiose courtyard houses including Knole, Hatfield, and Hampton Court. Thompson shows how these later houses differed little from contemporary secular architecture.
This volume fills a long-felt gap in the field of architectural history. It is particularly
welcome because the study is not a detailed exposition filled with long descriptions,
but a swift canter through a complex subject to ensure clarity through a five hundred
year period. The text is well written, fully referenced to the extensive literature,
profusely illustrated with plans and diagrams, and is published in a clean page-layout.
As the plans have been taken from existing literature, over reduction sometimes
obscures their interpretation. This invaluable survey has brought coherence to a
broad range of properties, and in considering their architectural development, Michael
Thompson also highlights their social and locational importance. The fully referenced
list of houses by dioceses will prove particularly beneficial.
Anthony Emery.
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REVIEWS
Recent Guidebooks to Monuments in Care
With the publication this week (mid October) of Cadw's guidebook to the castles of
Dinefwr and Dryslwyn (visited by the CSG last April on that black day for English
rugby!), our editor asked me to review it in advance of next year's bibliography.
Besides the new Cadw guide, I will look at four English Heritage colour handbooks
that were published this summer. I have nothing on Scotland; there does not seem to
be much emanating from Edinburgh at the moment.
The Cadw guide is written by Sian Rees (Dinefwr) and Chris Caple (Dryslwyn), and is
in the new improved format, with a lettered spine, and two thirds of the front cover
occupied by a picturesque view across the parkland of Newton House to Dinefwr. The
larger size of the Cadw guides adopted a little while ago now means that full justice
can be done to the illustrations, particularly the panoramic views in Dinefwr/Dryslwyn;
the Tywyi valley between Camarthen and Llandeilo is one of the most beautiful
landscapes in the country. The content follows the usual format, with a history of these
native Welsh castles (pp. 4-21), followed by a tour of Dinefwr (pp. 23-35) and then
Dryslwyn (pp. 37-48). Throughout the main text there are features covering the 1287
siege of Dryslwyn and the development of both castles, amongst other subjects.
The guidebook is up to Cadw's usual high standards, but mention should be made of
one feature missing from the publication that has always appeared in the others. This
is the bird's eye view of both sites with key features indicated in a series of numbered
captions. Hopefully Cadw will put this right in a few years time when a new edition is
published.
The four English Heritage handbooks are to Barnard/Bowes, Old Wardour,
Brougham/Brough, and Pevensey. This series has now established itself as one of
note for castle studies, with a number of excellent publications. One thinks of Julian
Munby's Stokesay (1993), Lawrence Butler's Pickering(1993) and Stewart Brown's
Berry Pomeroy (1997). Of the four new ones, three follow in a similar fashion, by and
large: Brian Davison's Old Wardour Castle, Wiltshire, Henry Summerson's Brougham
and Brough Castles, Cumbria, and John GoodalPs Pevensey Castle, East Sussex,
These are handbooks as opposed to the full Cadw guidebook treatment, with fewer
features and a much shorter history section. The descriptions are thorough, but
occasionally one wants more detail regarding aspects of the architecture, something
that would be found in a Cadw publication.
The only weak English Heritage handbook out of the four is the one by Katy Kenyon
(no relation as far as I know!). This is Barnard Castle, Co Durham; Egglestone Priory,
North Yorkshire; Bowes Castle, North Yorkshire. There is no objection to a guide/
handbook covering several sites; Cadw has done this very successfully, and it is an
economic way to cover a number of smaller monuments in an area, of whatever date.
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My real gripe about this particular publication is the extremely poor treatment of
Barnard Castle; this may well be the fault of the editor(s) of the series, not the author.
For those wanting a detailed guidebook to Barnard, then they should still consult
David Austin's 1988 English Heritage handbook. It may be monochrome, but it
contains four of Terry Ball's excellent reconstructions (the new guide only has one,
albeit one not published before), and has a phased plan of the inner ward as a result
of Austin's excavations. The only plan in the new guide is the outline of the whole site
that also appeared in the 1988 publication and earlier. At least Egglestone Abbey
gets a plan with phasing, although not in colour. This lack of a decent plan is poor
treatment of a major monument; there may have been a good reason why this was
done, but I am not aware of it. It indicates an inconsistency of standards in the English
Heritage series.
To return briefly to Pevensey, in the light of the late twelfth-century dating of the outer
gatehouse at Chepstow (see this Newsletter and Heritage in Wales 13 (1999), 6-9), it
is interesting to note John GoodalPs suggestion of a similar date for the gatehouse to
the inner ward at Pevensey. In fact a date in the 1190's was suggested in the 1985 EH
guidebook written "by the late Sir Charles Peers". Clearly someone amended Peers'
text, for the plan still has the gate as mid thirteenth century, phase a (with the curtain
phase b). As the inner ward curtain and mural towers are still dated to middle of the
thirteenth century, it does seem surprising that the gate and curtain were not planned
as an entity. There seems little point having a sophisticated stone gatehouse in the
new style, whilst at the same time the Norman timber palisade is retained. The
difference in the masonry where the curtain meets the gatehouse is not as clear cut as
the handbook makes out, I am led to believe; a matter for closer study.
Future Cadw guidebooks will be new editions to a range of monuments, although
Coity/Ogmore/Newcastle should appear later in 2000. Besides the recent EH guides
to the artillery fortifications of Pendennis/St Mawes and Berwick upon Tweed,
forthcoming publications include FarnhamAA/olvesey/Bishop's Waltham by Tom
Beaumont James and Brian Davison's Tintagel.

Stop Press!
David Sweetman's Medieval Castles of Ireland has just been published. (The Collins
Press, Cork; £29.99).
John Kenyon.
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REVIEWS
Castles of Breconshire ( Paul Remfry, Logaston Press, Herefordshire, 1999)

This volume forms part of a series (Monuments in the Landscape) to which the author
has already contributed The Castles of Radnorshire. The study of castles in a Welsh
or Marcher context will always provide a continuing fascination for castellologists
because of the role castles played in the ebb and flow of Anglo-Norman and Celtic
politics and settlement. The book starts with a useful commentary on the main written
sources for the subject, though this is by way of an explanatory note rather than
specific citation of sources. Indeed, one of the challenges facing the author (as so
often in this sort of study) is how best to explain the context for the many (some 30 out
of 50) sites which have no documentation at all.
The first half of the book is a narrative of the long and troubled history of the lordships
of Brecon and Builth in which the castles lay. The complexities of family history, of the
relations of Welsh princes, Marcher lords and kings of England are well emphasised
and the essay makes an interesting read as well as providing the background for the
building, occupation and (occasional) demolition of the castles. Pitching such an
essay at the right level, however, is no easy task and it might be argued that the
author gives too much detail for the casual reader but not enough to satisfy the
professional (who would also need to see specific citation of written sources). The
second half of the book is a site-by-site gazetteer in which the remains of the castles
are described and their historical context given (or suggested, where there is room for
debate). The entries are illustrated with plans and photographs and for each the NGR
and information on access (or lack of) is provided. The gazetteer will be a useful
"pocket guide" to anyone intent on a visiting itinerary. Although there are limits to what
can be described in a book of modest size, one very clear message comes across:
the variety of physical forms employed in a fairly restricted geographical area. Here
we find ringworks, mottes (with/without baileys), earthworks with stonework, earthworks without (implying timber construction), towers rectangular, towers circular and
strong gatehouses.
Despite having studied medieval castles for over thirty years, this reviewer continues
to be struck by the diversity of form which characterised the castle-building centuries.
In comparison with the more stereotyped fortifications of the Roman and modern
eras, medieval castles revealed the particularity of their builders' wishes just as did
medieval churches. Despite the recurrence of some elements of design, medieval
castles were the product of societies in which individuality flourished. The 'individual'
was not a product of the so-called Renaissance.

Bob Higham
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CASTLE STUDIES AND THE HERITAGE LOTTERY FUND
As of November 1st 1999, The Heritage Lottery Fund had announced 3085 grants
worth over £1,330 million throughout the UK. Over 7527 applications have been
received, requesting over £5,098 million. 848 projects have been completed.
From its inception, the HLF has supported the heritage on a very wide front, in five
primary areas; historic buildings, museums and galleries, archives and special
libraries, and industrial, maritime and transport. In order to target funding as
effectively as possible, the HLF have developed a number of 'special programs'. In
addition to the Urban Parks Programme, and the major Museum, Library and Archive
Project Assessment Programme, recently issued 'Special Guidance' has clarified the
role that lottery funds might play in relation to archaeological projects. The HLF's first
strategic plan was published in May 1999, setting out their priorities for the period
1999 -2002 together with a summary of their revenue and capital programmes and
the broad allocation of resources. The HLF's four main priorities will be: heritage
conservation; national heritage; local heritage; heritage access and education. HLF
will continue its policy of committing to new grants at the level of expected annual
income, on the assumption that income during the life of the plan will be: (amounts
allocated for archaeology in brackets)
1999-2000 £305m (2m), 2000-2001 £315m (2m), 2001 -2002 £325m (4m).
Archaeological Projects.
The HLF can support projects involving the acquisition, survey, recording, presentation, conservation and publication of artefacts, sites and monuments of importance
whether archaeological work is the primary focus of the project or a necessary
element of another HLF funded project. Applicants should note that all archaeological work has to include a high level of involvement of, access by, or presentation
to the general public.
Grants are not expected to be made for projects concerning individual sites or
buildings which are privately or commercially owned; the HLF will consider projects
put forward by a public or not for profit organisation which includes privately owned
property as part of a wider area, or umbrella scheme. A private owner wanting to
increase the chance of a grant being made might therefore transfer title to an
appropriate organisation or a preservation trust. 'Archaeology Guidance Notes' (Ref
HLF/AGN 9/98) are available as a booklet or can be downloaded straight from the
HLF web site www.hlf.org.uk. The list on the following page indicates the castle
projects known to us where funding has been secured where some degree of
archaeology is or has been involved. In total, and not including the Tower Environs
scheme and the Norwich Castle (Museum) project funding allocations amount to
£3,350,715. New projects in 1999 include Tonbridge gatehouse, Carmarthen and
Thurnham and further details of these are recorded elsewhere.
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HERITAGE LOTTERY FUND •(Castles
Country

Award

Year

England
N.Ireland
England
Scotland
England
England
England
Scotland
Scotland
England
Scotland
England
England
Engand
England
England
England
Wales
England

25900
32700
152265
46000
23600
5550
373500
68300
281000
247000
282000
525000
275000
35300
14800
125000
38300
732000
67500

96/97
96/97
97/98
97/98
97/98
97/98
96/97
98/99
98/99
96/97
96/97
96/97
98/99
96/97
97/98
98/99
97/98
98/99
98/99

Property

Applicant

Angle Med Tower

Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority
Antrim Borough Council
The Landmark Trust
Banff Castle Community Ass
Bungay Castle Trust
Ribble Valley Borough Council
Dungiven Community Development Ltd
Strathclyde Building Preservation Trust
The Vivat Trust
South Lakeland District Council
Castles of Scotland Preservation Trust
Newark & Sherwood District Council
Wakefield Metropolitan District Council
Thirlestane Castle Trust
Northumberland National Park Authority

Antrim Town Wall
Astley Castle
Banff Castle
Bungay
Clitheroe Castle
Dungiven Castle
Dunure
Hallbar Tower
Kendal Castle
Liberton Tower
Newark Castle
Sandal Castle
Thirlestane Castle
Thirlwall Castle
Tonbridge Castle
Welbourn
Carmarthen Castle
Thurnham Castle

Tonbridge Borough Council
Welbourn Parish Council
Carmarthen County Council
Kent County Council

Notes on the HLF Grants.
Astley Castle
The grant is to cover the acquisition and repair of this Grade II* building. Work has
commenced and the Landmark Trust will be converting the property, in part to, holiday
lets. English Heritage have contributed £180,625.
Clitheroe Castle
The modest grant covered a feasibility study. The application to HLF was not originally
granted as it covered wide ranging grant aid for various features within the park,
bandstands etc. Ribble Valley Borough Council are continuing their plans to invest
money into the castle keep including some consolidation and restoration. An estimate
of at least £100,000 is expected. Further details in the next Newsletter
Welbourn
The acquisition and conservation of Castle Hill Field, a SAM which contains the
earthworks of an Anglo Norman motte and bailey.
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Hallbar Tower - Carluke
The Tower of Hallbar, is both listed Category A and a scheduled ancient monument.
It was built in the Scottish Baronial style of uncoursed sandstone rubble, with squared
quoins and dressings in the late 16th century. It is now in a poor state of repair. With
an HLF grant of £281,000 the Vivat Trust can repair and convert the Tower and nearby
Bothy to provide holiday accommodation. The Trust will also improve public access to
the Tower, the adjacent footpath, and public right of way. Further details can be
obtained from the Vivat Trust - www.vivat.org.uk
Liberton Tower - Edinburgh
About 3 miles south and east of Edinburgh castle Liberton is a well preserved mid 15th
century tower house of the Dalmahoy's. It has a stone flagged pitched roof and a flush
parapet. The entrance was at first floor level and was reached by an external stair. The
basement is vaulted as is the topmost storey. Three straight stairs, with windows
where they turn at the corners are contained within the thick walls. The property was
sold to William Little, Provost of Edinburgh in 1587. He built Liberton House nearby
and abandoned the castle.
The Castles of Scotland Preservation Trust are arranging extensive refurbishment of
the now derelict tower. Architectural recording of the structure was extended to the
entirety of the interior and selected sections of the exterior. Various unrecorded
features were indentified, including a well preserved slopsink with exterior spout, and
the original form of three principal windows with high internal sills. It was discovered
that the ground floor entrance had been an insertion without a predecessor. Details of
the first floor entrance demonstrated two former arrangements, the original with a
drawbridge had been pivoted at the threshold and raised by means of chains rising
into the tower through a rainure, and a later fixed stair with handrails.
Dunure Castle Strathcyde.
About 5 miles north-west of Maybole, on minor roads west of A719, on the shore of the
Firth of Clyde at the village of Dunure, south of the harbour. Once a stronghold on the
summit of a rock, Dunure castle consists of a ruined 13th century keep, surrounded by
a curtain wall, and a 15th century block at lower level containing kitchens, a hall, and
private chambers. By 1696 the castle was abandoned and ruined.
A program of excavation has been undertaken of the standing remains of the castle,
the principal medieval fortress of the Kennedys of Dunure. The result of the works has
been to elucidate the complex architectural development of the site as well as to
achieve the clearance required for public access. The existing keep seems to have
originated as a two or three storey hall house. Further details are available from the
NMRS, Discovery and Excavation in Scotland for 1988, and the Strathclyde Building
Preservation Trust.
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CASTLES AT RISK - ENGLAND.
Last year's Newsletter listed 65 castles that had been included in the first Buildings at
Risk Register published by English Heritage (July 1998). This was updated and
published again in 1999, and the details were also published on the English Heritage
web site (www.english-heritage.org.uk). A brief note about this was included in the
Summer Newssheet. Criteria for inclusion in the Register is assessed on the basis of
'condition', and, where applicable, occupancy. 'Condition' is graded as: 'Very bad',
'poor', 'fair1, 'good', with the following definitions:
Very bad means a building where there has been structural failure or where there are
clear signs of structural instability; (where applicable) there has been loss of significant areas of the roof covering, leading to major deterioration of the interior; or where
there has been a major fire or other disaster affecting most of the building. Poor
means a building or structure with deteriorating masonry and/or a leaking roof and/or
defective rainwater goods, usually accompanied by rot outbreaks within and general
deterioration of most elements of the building fabric, including external joinery. Fair
means a building that is structurally sound, but in need of minor repair or showing
signs of a lack of general maintenance. Good means structurally sound, weathertight
and with no significant repairs needed.
Buildings and monuments incapable of beneficial use (most castles) are at risk if they
are in:
• very bad or poor condition
• fair condition but lacking management arrangements to ensure their maintenance.
Priority. This classification takes into account not only the static attributes of condition
and occupancy but also the dynamic one of the rate of deterioration. A building in fair
condition whose roof is beginning to fail is deteriorating more rapidly, and is thus has
a greater priority for action than one whose roof fell in many years ago and is now
subject to slow erosion of its masonry.
Priority for action is graded as follows :
A - Immediate risk of further rapid deterioration or loss of fabric; no solution agreed.
B - Immediate risk of further rapid deterioration or loss of fabric; solution agreed but not yet implemented.
C - Slow decay; no solution agreed.
D - Slow decay; solution agreed but not yet implemented.
E - Under repair or in fair to good repair, but not user identified or under threat of vacancy with no obvious
new user (applicable only to buildings capable of beneficial use).
F - Repair scheme in progress, and end use or user identified.

The list has been updated to correspond to the revised criteria refinements, and now
includes 10 more structures. The total is 74, with 10 new entries and one omission
(Harbottle). The new entries are either new to the Register or a few sites that were
overlooked when compiling the original list. These are indicated by the castle printed
in italics and entered with an *.
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Castla
Alberbury
Astley
Ayton
Baglnton
Bellister
Bew Castte
Bewley
Bletchingly
Caludon
Cartlngton
Charlton
Cheney Longville'
Chipcase (Tower)
Clifford
Clitheroe Castte'
Codnor
Cooling
Crayke
Oilston
Doddington*(DelvBS Hall)
Devizes*
Flam borough
Gleaston
Harewood
Hartshill
Hastings'
Heighley
Hopton
Huntington
John of Gaunfs
Kilton
Kirkoswald"
Lammerside
Lea*
Leybourne
Letcester(Hall)*
Lyonshall
Merdon
Mlllom
Mitford
Newton Kyme
Oakham (Walls)
Old Mulgrave
Pe mbridge(Chapel)
Penyard
Ravensworth
Ravensworth
Richards
Rothwell*
Rufus
Saltwood
Sandal*
Sandgate*
Scaleby
Scarglll
Sedgewlck
Sheriff Mutton
Shrewsbury*
Simonbum
Slingsby*
Snape
Snodhill
Somerton
Stapleton
Thlriwall
Thurnham MotteS Bailey
Torksey
Triermain
Wattlesborough
Westemhanger
Whittington
Whortton (Gatehouse)
Wilton
Wressle

County
Shropshire
Warwickshire
North Yorksire
Warwickshire
Northumberland
Cumbria
Cumbria
Surrey
Warwickshire
Northumberland
Shropshire
Shropshire
Northumberland
Herefordshire
Lancashire
Derbyshire
Kent
North Yorkshire
Northumberland
Cheshire
Wiltshire
Humberside
Cumbria
West Yorkshire
Warwickshire
East Sussex
Staffordshire
Shropshire
Herefordshire
North Yorkshire
Cleveland
Cumbria
Cumbria
Shropshire
Kent
Leicestershire
Herefordshire
Hampshire
Cumbria
Northumberland
North Yorkshire
Leicester
North Yorkshire
Herefordshire
Herefordshire
Tyne & Wear
North Yorkshire
Hero ford shire
Yorkshire
Dorset
Kent
West Yorkshire
Kent
Cumbria
Durham
West Sussex
North Yorkshire
Shropshire
Northumberland
North Yorkshire
North Yorkshire
Herefordshire
Lincolnshire
Herefordshire
Northumberland
Kent
Lincolnshire
Cumbria
Shropshire
Kent
Shropshire
North Yorkshire
Herefordshire
Humberside

Grade

SAM

Condition

Prority

II
II*
1
II
1

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Very Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Fair
Fair
Very Bad
Very Bad
Very Bad
Fair
Very Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Very Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Poor
Poor
Very Bad
Poor
Very Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Poor
Poor
Very Bad
Fair
Fair
Very Bad
Very Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Poor
Fair
-Poor
Poor
Poor
Very Bad
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Poor
Very Bad
Poor
Vory Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Poor
Poor
Fair
Very Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Poor
Poor
Very Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Very Bad
Very Bad
Very Bad
Poor
Very Bad
Fair
Very Bad
Poor
Very Bad
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

A
B
B
E
C
A
A
C

II*
1
1
II*
1
1
1
II
I
1
1
1
1
II
1
1
II
1
II
1
II
II
II
II
II
11*
1
11
1
1
II
1
1
1
II
tl*
1
II
1
1
II*
1
II*
II*
1
II
II
1
II*
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
i
t
1
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c

A
C
C
A
C

c
B

c
B
A
A
A
C
A
A
C
D

c
A

c
c

A
A
A
C
C
£
C
C
C
A
C

c

F
C
A
A
A
A
A
A
C
B
C
A
A
A
B
B
A
B
A
A
A
A
C
A
F
C
A
C
B
C
C
D

CSG Rating

"
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
...
*
...
*
**
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
...
*
*
...
*
*
**
..
*
*
*
*
...
..
*
..
"
*

*
...
*
*
...
**
*
*
*
*
*

..
*
...
*
...
...

CASTLES AT RISK - WALES
There is currently no official published 'Buildings at Risk Register1 in Wales. The
provisional list on page 52 is drawn from observations from CSG members and it has
to be seen as very selective. None of the formal criteria, as used by English Heritage,
has been systematically applied. This is borne out by an uneven geographical
coverage which appears to concentrate on mid and south east Wales, Only two
castles are from the former area of Dyfed (with none from Carmarthenshire) and only
one from north east Wales.
Cadw has not endorsed this list and more work needs to be done to compile a more
accurate and comprehensive register. Relatively few of the castles on the CSG list
are 'listed'. There are two reasons for this. First, Cadw are only halfway through their
listing resurvey of Wales which will be completed at the end of 2005. Work is now
concentrating on the rural areas, and, currently only about a third of the planning
authorities in Wales have, or are compiling, buildings at risk registers some with
grant-aid from Cadw. As the resurvey nears completion the majority of planning
authorities are expected to take up this initiative. These registers will include Grade II
properties, whereas the EH Register only captured Grade I and II*.
Cadw are actively involved in several initiatives relative to these sites, for example,
Hay on Wye, and the list of sites that have benefited from Cadw grant-aid over the last
thirteen years is published on page 59. (September 1985 to April 1999). Narbeth was
the subject of a recent unsuccessful Heritage Lottery Fund application, and there may
be plans for an HLF application for Brecon. In October an HLF award of £732,000
(75%) was made to Carmarthen Castle, (Carmarthenshire County Council) and an
application was submitted by the Brecon Beacons National Park Authority for £90,005
to repair Crickhowell Castle. Cadw are alive to these castles in need, but when
castles are in private ownership sensitive issues need to be resolved and management plans carefully negotiated.
In regard to the recently announced Carmarthen grant, the funding allows another
major part of an ongoing development plan to be achieved, to further open up the
castle to the public, improve access, and enhance the castle environs and visitor
appreciation. The specific proposals include:
•
•
•
•
•

Access by the public to the top of the shell keep.
Opening up the chambers at the base of the gate towers.
Construction of new steps to allow access to the first floor level of the gate towers.
Demolition of No 12 Nott Square to improve views of the gate from Nott Square.
Demolition of the former Quins Rugby Club at the rear of Bridge St and the
construction of a wall connecting the gate towers with the S.W Tower.

Cadw have given approval in principle for a 12.5% grant toward the scheme. (Approx
£125,000). This does not yet show on the grants list on page 59,
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CASTLES A T RISK - WALES
Property
Aberedw
Aberlleiniog
Bleddfa
Boughrood
Brecon
Camlais
Cardigan
Clyro
Dinas
Dyserth
Hay on W y e
Llandew
LLanfair Discoed
Llangibby
Machen
Morlais
Narbeth
Pencelli
Pencoed
Pen mark
P e n rice
Ruperra
Ruthin
Sennybridge
Tal y Fan
Usk

Ystradfellte

SAM
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Grade
II

1
1

1

1
1
II*

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

II*
1

County
Radnor
Anglesey
Radnor
Radnor
Breconshire
Breconshire
Cardigan
Radnor
Breconshire
Flint
Breconshire
Breconshire
Monmouthshire
Monmouthshire
Monmouthshire
Glamorgan
Pembrokeshire
Breconshire
Monmouthshire
Glamorgan
Glamorgan
Glamorgan
Denbigh
Breconshire
Glamorgan
Monmouthshire
Breconshire

LLANGIBBY

CSG
Rating

Region
Powys
Gwynnedd
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Dyfed
Powys
Powys
Clwyd
Powys
Powys
Gwent
Gwent
Gwent
Glamorgan.M
Dyfed
Powys
Gwent
Glamorgan
Glamorgan .W
Glamorgan, M
Clwyd
Powys
Glamorgan. W
Gwent
Powys

*
*
*
*
*•**
*
***
*
*
*
***
*
**
****
*
***
***
**
**
*
***
*
****
**
*
****
*

CASTLE

J East Tower

Stmt CsUbousi

Another castle of Gilbert de Clare V, started c 1286 but appears to have been abandoned
before completion when Gilbert was killed at the Battle of Bannockbum in 1314
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CASTLES AT RISK - SCOTLAND

The Castles at Risk Register in Scotland is compiled by the The Scottish Civic Trust,
and unlike England where most of the Scheduled Ancient Monuments are not
classified as being of 'beneficial' use, ie not habitable, many of the Scottish castles on
the list could be considered as possible potential dwellings. It is an extract from the
Buildings at Risk Bulletin, issued each March by the SCT. It is compiled in conjunction
with and supported by Historic Scotland.
Whilst these structures are all at risk from deterioration, not all of them could
necessarily be considered suitable candidates for restoring or converting for use as
dwellings. Restoration may be possible in cases where there is sufficient evidence of
a building's original state to ensure that an authoritatively based repair could be
achieved and where conversion to modern use would not cause an unacceptable
degree of damage to the original fabric. If the building does not meet these criteria,
consolidation as a ruin or as a roofed but uninhabited monument is usually regarded
as a more appropriate means of conservation.
Almost all the structures on the Register are either listed as buildings of historic or
architectural interest under the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1972 or are
scheduled as monuments of national importance under the Ancient Monuments and
Archaeological Areas Act 1979. In those cases where a structure is both listed and
scheduled, scheduling takes precedence over listing. Before undertaking any work to
a listed building, it is necessary to obtain listed building consent from the local
planning authority. If the structure is scheduled, the prior consent of the Secretary of
State for Scotland (Scheduled Monument Consent) is required before before any
works are undertaken to it.
Historic Scotland operates two grants programmes which may be of assistance to
those intending to undertake repairs or other conservation work to a towerhouse or
medieval castle at risk. If it is the owners intention to restore the structure as a dwelling
it is open to him/her to apply for a historic buildings repair grant to the Historic
Buildings Grants Enquiries section, Heritage Policy Group, Historic Scotland. It
should be noted however, that because of strong competing demands for existing
resources, these grants towards the repair of buildings which have been in ruins for
some years will only be considered in exceptional circumstances.
If, on the other hand, the owner wishes to merely consolidate the structure (with or
without a roof), but not to render it habitable, it may be eligible for a grant from the
Ancient Monuments Grants Programme, for which application should be made to the
Ancient Monuments Division (Grants), Historic Scotland. Further information is available on the Historic Scotland web site www.historic-scotland.org.uk .
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PROPERTY
Corse Castle
Inchdrewer
Balbegno
Eden Castle
Castle of Esslemont
Cluny Crichton
Hallhead
Ballurnbie
Ballinshoe
Flemington
Braikie
Invermark Castle
Finavon
Dunmore
Kilamahew
Cardrona Tower
Cavers House
Buokholm Tower
Littledean Tower
Evelaw Tower
Fatlips Tower
Sorbie Tower
Galdenoch
Stapleton Tower
Wigg Castle
Kenmure Castle
Plunton Castle
Woodhouse Tower
Cassencarle
Eartstoun Castle
Barholm
Hoddom Castle
Fenchland Tower
Tranent Tower
Stoneypath Tower
Fenton Tower
Saltcoats Castle
Caldwell Tower
Torwood Castle
Almond Castle
Mountquhanle
Largo Castle
Creich
Denmylne
Fairburn Tower
Redcastle
Brims Caslle
Inshoch Tower
Burgie Tower
Findochty
Blairfindie
Evelick Castle
Glasclune
Innerpefray
Balthayok
Clunie Castle
Barr Castle
Dalquharran Old Castle
Auchans Castle
Buchanan Castle
Old Sauchie
Midhope Castle
Ormacleit

SAM
y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

TOWN
Lumphanan
Bannf
Fettercain
Banff
Ellon
Banchory
Leochal Cushnie
Dundee
Kirriemuir
Aberlemno
Brechin
Glen Esk
Oathlaw
West Loch Tarbet
Cardross
Innerleithen
Hawick
Galashiels
St Boswells
Westruther
Denholm
Sorbie
Stranraer
Annan
Castlewigg
New Galloway
Borgue
Kirtlebridge
South Creetown
St Johns Town of Dairy
Kirkmabreck
Curnmertrees
Moffat
Tranent
Haddington
Dirteton
Saltcoats
Uplowmoor
Larbert
Potmont
Cupar
Upper Largo
Cupar
Newburgh
Muir of Orel
North Kessock
Thurso
Auidern
Kinloss
Findochty
Ballindalloch
Perth
Blairgowrie
Crieff
Kinfauns
Blairgowrie
Lochwinnoch
Dailly
Dundonald
Drymen
Sauchieburn
Abercorn
South Uist
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REGION

CATEGORY

Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire
Angus
Angus
Angus
Angus
Angus
Angus
Argyll
Argyll
Borders
Borders
Borders
Borders
Borders
Borders
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
Dumfries & Galloway
East Lothian
East Lothian
East Lothian
East Lothian
East Renfrewshire
Falkirk
Falkirk
Fife
Fife
Fife
Fife
Highland
Highland
Highland
Highland
Moray
Moray
Moray
Perth & Kinross
Perth & Kinross
Perth & Kinross
Perth & Kinross
Perth & Kinross
Renfrewshire
South Ayrshire
South Ayrshire
Stirling
Stirling
West Lothian
Western Isles

B
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
A
B
B
B
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A
A
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English Heritage and Castle Conservation.
English Heritage Announce 50% Increase in Grants.
In September, English Heritage announced a radical overhaul of their main grants
scheme. Sir Jocelyn Stevens, speaking at a conference at the Royal Society of Arts in
London, said "In the last 10 years, English Heritage has spent £90 million on grants to
Grade i, and II* listed buildings, parks and gardens, and scheduled ancient monuments. We are now making a commitment of £40 million over the next three years, an
average increase of almost 50% on an annual basis. "Around 50% of the buildings on
our Register of Buildings at Risk are in private hands. We are determined to help them
where their need is greatest."
This is the first comprehensive review of English Heritage's main grant scheme since
1991, The new priorities are a response to the plight of the historic environment and
a recognition of the increasing financial pressures on private owners. The latest
Register of Buildings at Risk revealed that of the 1615 Grade I and II* buildings at risk,
a large number are at immediate risk of rapid deterioration or toss and that the total
public subsidy needed to secure all the buildings at risk is £400 million.
In order to target grants effectively, the new scheme will give priority to four main
categories of application:
•

Urgent repairs to buildings and monuments at risk from decay or neglect.
Buildings and structural monuments must be included in the E.H. Buildings at Risk
Register.

•

Grants for historic parks and gardens where there is significant risk of important
historic landscape features being lost.

•

Grants to private owners, especially to smaller houses which have been in the
same family ownership for the last 30 years, where the project involves work
urgently necessary to keep the building structurally watertight.

•

Grants for repair projects with significant social or economic regeneration benefits.

Under the umbrella of the new grants scheme English Heritage will also be operating
its new Emergency Grants and Advice Scheme to help owners of historic buildings
with immediate holding works after a flood or fire.
N o t e : In return for grants owners must open their buildings to the public for 10 years after the grant is made.
For buildings such as family homes, access must be arranged in a way which both meets the needs of the
building and those who live in it. Access requirements vary from 156 days a year to 28 days for the smaller
ones, and from next year a consolidated list will be included in Hudson's Directory in addition to being listed on
English Heritage's own website www.english-heritage.org.uk.
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Cadw and Castle Conservation
David Cathcart King's CasteNarium Anglicanum lists 427 extant castles in Wales. Of
these, 319 are earthworks and 108 stone castles. As one might expect with such a
concentration in one area, castles form a significant proportion of the medieval
monuments in state care and managed by Cadw and much of Cadw's ancient
monuments' grant-aid budget is dedicated to castle conservation. This note sums up
Cadw's work in this area over the fifteen years since the agency's creation out of the
former Ancient Monuments Branch of the Welsh Office.
There are 129 monuments in state care in Wales. Of the 87 dating to the medieval
period, 42 are castles and a further 5 are stretches of town walls. During the last
fifteen years, along with the town walls at Conwy, six of these castles - Laugharne, St
Quentins (Llanblethian), Oxwich, Dryslwyn, Dinefwr and Dolforwyn - have been the
subject of large-scale, first time, programmes of masonry consolidation. Major
archaeological excavations have also taken place at Laugharne, Dryslwyn and
Dolforwyn. Eleven other castles have undergone lengthy programmes of masonry
reconsolidation, most recently those at Flint, Rhuddlan, Harlech and Chepstow.

Llanblethian Castle, or St Quentins, SS989743, thought to have been constructed by Gilbert de Clare and left
incomplete at his death c 1314. It was taken into care by Cadw in 1994. The Gatehouse should be open to the
public during 2000.

Outside the state sector, the last fifteen years has seen a much greater willingness on
the part of Welsh local authorities and national parks to invest in the conservation of
monuments already in their care and some have even been sufficiently far-sighted to
take on new monuments, along with the attendant financial liability for their conserva
tion. The most notable examples have been the acquisition of the magnificent
Anglo-Norman castle, later the Tudor home of Sir John Perrot, at Carew by the
Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, and the castle of the Welsh princes of Powys
Fadog at Dinas Bran above the River Dee by the former Clwyd County Council. In
both cases conservation work has been supported by very substantial grants from
Cadw.
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In many ways the oft maligned Manpower Services Commission (MSC) turned out to
be a key player in galvanising local authorities in the early 1980s. An excess of cheap
labour called for public programmes of work and doing up the local castle came into
vogue - not always with an entirely satisfactory outcome. However, this did provide
an opportunity for Cadw, and like-minded organisations, to encourage local authorities to place the care of their monuments higher on their agendas and, through
scheduled monument consent procedures, ensure that the work was done to an
acceptable standard. In time MSC labour was replaced by skilled local authority and
national park labour forces or contractors until today there are very few monuments in
public ownership which have not been adequately conserved, almost always with
grant-aid from Cadw. European money and grants from the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) have also opened up funding opportunities.
However, the private sector picture is far less rosy and this is where most of the
castles at risk in Wales are to be found. Over the fifteen years of its existence Cadw
has provided £2,030,179 in grant-aid for the conservation of masonry castles and
town walls throughout Wales, generally meeting 50% of the costs. Only £246,110 of
this was in response to requests from private owners and, of that sum, £199,290 was
spent at just four castles - Manorbier, Hay, Usk and Newport (Pembrokeshire).
Nowhere is the continuing problem of castles at risk better illustrated than at Cardigan
Castle. Those CSG members who attended the Lampeter conference saw the steel
shoring which has been supporting the castle's curtain wall for the last twenty years,
a cause of considerable concern both to Cadw and the local authority. Other
examples can be found at Ruthin in north-east Wales where the heavily overgrown
curtain is in a parlous state and where Cadw has been trying to find a solution with the
owner. On the outskirts of Cardiff, Ruperra Castle, the early seventeenth century twin
to Lulworth Castle in Dorset, has been a long-term worry but, having recently changed
hands, a Lulworth-like solution may lie in re-roofing the building.
With these and other cases, the problem often lies in persuading private owners to
come forward with proposals which can attract grant-aid. The problem is an obvious
one. Conserving ruined masonry is very expensive. Owners who may be willing to
apply for grants to keep a historic roof over their heads are generally far less altruistic
when it comes to parting with money to prop up a ruin at the end of the garden or at
some remote location on their estate. Often these structures are regarded as
nuisances, a protected hazard which they would far rather be without.
Although there are powers within the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas
Act 1979 for the state to compulsorily acquire an ancient monument to secure its
preservation, these are only used in exceptional circumstances. A far more satisfactory route is to work with the owner to concentrate limited resources on the most
pressing needs of the monument; to offer a higher percentage grant or to encourage
a local authority or national park to put together a grant-aidable funding package with
the owner to conserve the monument as part of a wider public access arrangement.
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Finally, the owner, particularly if the monument becomes a hazard to the public, may
choose to give the monument to Cadw, the local authority or national park or place it
in guardianship, retaining the freehold.
While tumbling masonry is seen as the most pressing manifestation of castle decay,
we must not forget that earthworks form the remaining three-quarters of the castles in
Wales and some of these are vulnerable to vagaries of agricultural activity. As a result
of a scheduling enhancement exercise carried out by Cadw ten years ago, 89% of
Welsh castles are now scheduled as ancient monuments of national importance. This
means that the vast majority of earthwork castles are visited once every five years by
Cadw's Field Monument Wardens and their management discussed with owners. In
twenty cases this has led to the owners entering into management agreements with
Cadw to undertake an agreed programme of annual maintenance. £32,471 has been
spent over the last fifteen years on grant-aided programmes of earthwork repair at
Welsh castles with the two of the most notable successes being at Owain Glyndwr"s
Motte near Corwen and Maes-y-Celyn motte and bailey near Crickhowell.
For the future, the new all Wales agri-environment scheme, Tir Gofal, which is
administered by the Countryside Council for Wales, is a source of optimism with one
of its four key aims being to protect the historic environment. This means that farmers
who enter the scheme will be required to manage historic features on their farms,
including earthwork and stone castles, in a more sympathetic manner, for example by
avoiding the classic problem of overstocking which has fed to so much earthwork
erosion. Earthwork repairs can also be included within works for which one-off capital
payments will be available. None of this will result in an overnight change in the
condition of monuments but we should see progressive improvements as the scheme
is taken up more widely across Wales.
In conclusion, of the 108 stone castles in Wales, 42 are in state care and 17 have or
are receiving grant-aid from Cadw which will result in their complete conservation.
The town walls at Pembroke and Tenby have been fully conserved with grant-aid. Of
the 50 remaining stone castles, 10 have received some grant-aid over the last 15
years and applications to the HLF are being prepared for three of these. However,
most of the remaining castles are privately owned and some remain at risk and a
cause for serious concern. Cadw will work with private owners, local authorities,
national parks, the Countryside Council for Wales and the various funding agencies,
such as the HLF, to bring all available resources to bear on this problem. The last
fifteen years have shown that persistence backed up by grant-aid does, however
gradually, make a difference.

Richard Avent
Cadw: Welsh Historic Monuments
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CADW Grants 1985-1999
Property
Caergwrle
Erddig
Owain Glyndwr's motte
Rhuddlan Town Banks
Dinnas Bran - Corwen
Carmarthen Castle
Newcastle Emlyn
St Clears Motte & bailey
Aberystwyth Castle
Cardigan
Carew Castle
Haverfordwest Castle
Manorbier Castle
Newport Castle
Pembroke Town Wall
Tenby Castle
Tenby Town Walls
Angle Tower
Usk
Abergavenny
Kemey's Inferior M&B
Caldicot
Caernarfon Town Walls
Llandinam M&B
Aberyscir motte
Berriew MSB
Brecon Castle
Castell Blaen Uyfni
Castell Tinboeth
Crickhowell
Maes-y-Celyn M&B
Knighton Castle
Montgomery Town Banks
Trecastell M&B
Tomen-yr-Allt motte
Hay Castle
Cardiff Castle
Dinas Powys Castle
Peterson-super-Ely Castle
Swansea (old) Castle
Neath Castle
Oystermouth
Penrice Castle
Pennard

County
Flint
Flint
Denbighshire
Denbighshire
Denbighshire
Carmarthenshire
Carmarthenshire
Carmarthenshire
Ceredigion
Ceredigion
Pembrokeshire
Pembrokeshire
Pembrokeshire
Pembrokeshire
Pembrokeshire
Pembrokeshire
Pembrokeshire
Pembrokeshire
Monmouthshire
Monmouthshire
Monmouthshire
Monmouthshire
Caernarfon
Montgomery
Brecknock
Montgomery
Brecknock
Brecknock
Radnor
Brecknock
Brecknock
Radnor
Montgomery
Brecknock
Brecknock
Brecknock
Cardiff
Valeof Glamorgan
Valeof Glamorgan
Swansea
Neath
Swansea
Swansea
Swansea
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Region
Clwyd
Clwyd
Clwyd
Clwyd
Clwyd
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Dyfed
Gwent
Gwent
Gwent
Gwent
Gwynedd
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Powys
Glamorgan.S
Glamorgan.S
Glamorgan.S
Glamorgan.W
Glamorgan.W
Glamorgan.W
Glamorgan.W
Glamorgan.W

Amount £
73364
1750
6783
2486
97419
236660
2098
3055
56864
14965
703237
113500
114161
26387
26663
8722
38383
2675
25925
123859
588
117684
11192
388
983
4434
9490
24742
400
1789
2927
7924
8818
165
988
32541
21493
6639
993
2137
85216
43622
335
825

INFORMATION ON "CASTLES" THESES SUBMITTED IN UNIVERSITIES.
This is a first attempt at gathering information about postgraduate theses, submitted or in
preparation, wholly or partly concerned with medieval castles and related matters. Thanks are
due to various correspondents in university archaeology departments who have provided the
following details. Next year, we hope to extend the search for information further, particularly into
the related historical field. For simplicity, the data on theses completed goes back only to 1998.

THESES IN PROGRESS
1. Richard Thomas, The integration of zooarchaeological and historical analysis for the study of
medieval castles. Dept of Ancient History and Archaeology, Birmingham University. D.Phil.
2. Christopher Constable, The social archaeology of the Norman castle and its landscape in
the north of England. Dept of Archaeology, Durham University. PhD.
3. Cheryl Bishop, Quarry stone: sources, distribution and use in the medieval building stone
industry. Department of Archaeology, Reading University. PhD.
4. Jonathan Fayle, The development of episcopal palaces: Cardinal Wolsey's great hall at
Hampton Court Palace. Dept of Archaeology, Reading University. PhD.
5. Roland Budd, The origins of the tower house in Ireland. Dept of Medieval History, Trinity
College, Dublin. PhD.
6. Cainin O'Brien, The origins of earthwork castles in Ireland: a case-study of north Tipperary.
Department of Medieval History, Trinity College, Dublin. M.Litt.
7. Robert Liddiard, "Landscapes of lordship": the development of Norman castles in Norfolk, 1066
-1200. Centre for East Anglian Studies, University of East Anglia. PhD.

THESES RECENTLY COMPLETED
1. Sophia Sapouna, Preservation and restoration of Farari castle, Greece. School of Conservation Sciences, Bournemouth University. Msc(1998).
2. Elizabeth McEvoy, The economic and social impact of Kilkenny castle on its surrounding city in
the middle ages. Department of Medieval History, Trinity College, Dublin. MPhil (1998).
3. Allan Rutherford, A social interpretation of the castle in Scotland. Department of Archaeology,
Glasgow University. PhD (1999).
4. Timothy Eaton, The re-use of Roman stonework in medieval Britain. Department of Archaeology, University of Reading. PhD (1999).
5. Mark Samuel, The tower houses of West Cork. Institute of Archaeology, London University.
PhD (1998).
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MEMBERS ACTIVITIES
GREATER MEDIEVAL HOUSES OF ENGLAND AND WALES
Anthony Emery has completed the second of his three volumes Greater Medieval
Houses of England and Wales: 1300 - 1500. For those of you who have not yet seen
the first volume covering Northern England, this trilogy is a record of the houses of the
crown, the greater and lesser nobility, and leading church dignataries - the movers
and shakers of late medieval society. During the later middle ages, houses as well as
castles were frequently residences of social aspiration, but they also reflected the
expanding needs of households of considerable size and complexity. The author,
therefore, pays as much attention to an owner's standing and position in society as to
the architecture and design aesthetics of his residence.
This second volume covers East Anglia, the three regions of central England, and
Wales. The four English regions are supported by extended historical and architectural introductions, and by thought-provoking essays stimulated by a key building in
the region. Two of these are particularly relevant to castle studies. One deals with the
erection of a group of mid fifteenth century tower-houses by a core of Yorkist leaders
and the reasons that necessitated them. The second suggests that the transition from
the palace fortresses of the fourteenth century to the undefended mansions of the
early sixteenth century lay via a number of aristocratic residences identified by the
author as 'trophy' houses.
The final section of the volume is devoted to Wales and is the first overview
concentrating on medieval Welsh houses. Welsh castles are nearly always included
in any study of English fortresses, but all previous studies on the medieval English
house have ignored contemporary developments across the border. This volume,
therefore, concentrates as much on the political, social, economic and cultural
reasons for the considerable differences between English and Welsh domestic
architecture as on the houses that survived.
Among the 320 properties reassessed in this volume are not only well known
residences such as Haddon Hall, Raglan Castle, and the royal apartments at
Kenilworth Castle, (with a revised dating for the Hall), but less well known properties
such as Faulkbourne Hall and Little Wenham Hall, (both with revised interpretations),
as well as houses never previously described such as St. Aylotts and Hergest Court.
With a text of 750 pages, 9 appendices, 360 illustrations and nearly 170 plans, volume
two is twice as large as volume one, with publication by Cambridge University Press
announced for January 2000.
The author has also completed half of the third volume covering southern England,
and is due to assess the houses and castles from Hampshire to Cornwall during the
next two years, with publication scheduled for 2002.
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MEMBERS INTERESTS
Prof. Matthew Johnson, University of Durham, is currently researching later medieval castles;
their cultural context and meanings; castle rebuilding in the English Renaissance.
Paul Kerrigan, Eastbourne, continues research on Irish Castles and fortifications c 1500 -1945.
Contributed a chapter to Nolan and O'Neill's Offaly - History and Society.
M Whitton, St Peters College, Oxford, Survey of Byzantine Castles in Western Turkey continued
with work at Antioch on the Leander. Survey work for 1999 includes work in Paphlaginia looking
at early medieval sites.
Gabor Viragos, Budapest, currently Linacre College, Oxford, studies in monument protection heritage management, fortified and non-fortified noble residences. Excavation of the Bathory
curia at Nyirbator, NE Hungary.
Alan Ward, |
| currently researching the defences of
Rochester, and Cooling Castles Kent. Has completed a detailed description and history of
Thurnham Castle, the result of survey and fifteen years enquiry. Write to Alan at History Dept,
Christ Church College, Canterbury, Kent.
Paul Remfry continues to research and publish monographs of castles of Wales and the
Marches. His new web site gives full details of current publications and the study tours arranged
during 2000. Seewww.users.totalise.co.uk/~castles99.
A Maxwell-Irving continues research into the history and architecture of the tower houses of the
Scottish Borders. First volume- the Border Towers of Scotland- the West March - is currently at
the printers. There will be 500 copies only, about 230,000 words and 360 illustrations.
Pre-publication price £45.00. Contributing a small section on the Maxwells and their castles to
'Lordship and Architecture in Medieval Renaissance Scotland,' by G Steil and R Oram.
SCOTTISH ROYAL PALACES.
John Dunbarhas just had published his ' Scottish Royal Palaces - The Architecture of the Royal
Residences during the late Medieval and Early Renaissance Periods., based on the 1998 Rhind
Lectures.
When James VI left Scotland in 1603 to become James I of England, he left behind a wealth of
castles and palaces. These royal residences became largely redundant and, with the notable
exception of Holyrood, were never replaced or renewed and remain virtual time capsules. They
are buildings of outstanding historical and architectural interest, and the book reveals how the
individual palaces grew and how they functioned when the king and court were in residence. It
focuses on the building activities of James IV and James V at their residences of Linlithgow,
Falkland, Stirling, Holyrood, and Edinburgh.
Scottish Royal Palaces charts the growth of these buildings, the organisation of the royal works,
and the roles of the men responsible for the construction and maintenance of the royal houses.
Paperback - size 252mm x 192mm, 280 pages, 70 black and white illustrations, 12 pages of
colour illustrations Published by Tuckwell Press at £20.00.
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CSG AGM / MINUTES
Minutes of the AGM of the Castle Studies Group held at the University of Wales,
Lampeter, on Saturday April 10th 1999 at 8 pm.
1. Welcome
The Secretary welcomed those for whom this was their first conference and AGM.
2. Apologies for Absence.
Terry Barry, Johnny de Meulemeester, Jack Scott and David Sweetman.
3. Minutes of the last AGM.
These had been published in the last Newsletter and were approved.
4. Matters Arising.
A. Several members gave lectures at the Leeds International Medieval Conference in
1998 and others will be doing so at the 1999 conference on the theme of castles and
settlement history.
B. The trip to Syria was now booked up, although Denys Pringle thought that it might
be possible to add a few others if there was interest shown.
5. Treasurer's Report
The accounts were tabled, showing a healthy balance as the Lampeter costs had yet
to be paid. There was likely to be a reserve of around £2500. There had been a small
surplus after the Maynooth conference in 1998 and a grant of £1000 had been
received from Duchas towards that conference. Thanks were expressed to David
Sweetman for securing the grant.
Receipts were no longer being sent out to save on administration costs, and the
Treasurer reported that she would be chasing members who owed subscriptions.
Total membership was 292 at present.
Thanks were expressed to Sarah Speight for taking on the role as Treasurer and she
agreed that in future she would arrange the annual accounts on a calendar basis so
that a clear picture could be given at the AGM of the balance in hand. It was also
agreed that the Treasurer should look into the matter of joint membership for
members in one household, rather than them paying two separate subscriptions.
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6. Newsletter Editor's Report.
A. Neil Guy thought that a separate newsletter and bibliography worked well. He
mentioned that he had developed a web site publicising CSG interests. Content of a
future issue of the newsletter would look at recent and current grant aid to castles in
the UK, comparing these sites with those regarded as being at risk.
B. He hoped to produce a booklet detailing membership in the near future.
C. Costs and subscriptions: The cost of the Newsletter and Bibliography as two
mailings was around £7, whilst the subscription was £5. After lengthy discussion it
was proposed to increase the subscription to £10. An amendment to this proposal
requested that the matter of subscription be considered at the 2000 AGM with a view
to increase from January 2001. In the December 1999 Newsletter and at the AGM in
2000 the Treasurer and Newsletter editor would explain a detailed picture of the
CSG's finances to enable members to understand the complete picture. Forty-one
members voted for the amendment, with nine against.
7. New proposals
A. The secretary agreed that he would collect details, for future newsletters, of
dissertations and theses in progress in the field of castle studies.
B. One day Autumn conference. As the annual conference is due to be in Belgium in
2001, it was agreed that Pamela Marshall be asked to arrange a one day seminar at
Nottingham that year on recent and topical work in castle studies. The AGM would still
be held at the spring conference. One day events would then be considered as a
possible regular addition.
8. Conferences.
2000 Canterbury, April 6-9 April.
2001 Belgium/Luxembourg.
2002 Dumfries/Carlisle, to be arranged by Geoff Stell and Barbara Harbottle.
2003 West Midlands, to be arranged by Malcolm Hislop.
2004 Western Ulster.
9. Any other business
Denys Pringle was congratulated on being awarded a research chair at Cardiff
University, to work on the third volume of his Crusader churches study. It was agreed
that Geoff Stell would take Denys's place as the representative from Scotland on the
CSG Committee.

10. Close.
The meeting closed at 9.25 with a vote of thanks to all those responsible for organising what had
been an excellent conference.
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NOTICE TO MEMBERS
The Year 2000 Annual General Meeting will take place at Canterbury on Saturday
April 8th at 8 pm.
All members are cordially invited to attend, not simply those who are delegates to the
Canterbury conference.

The meeting will take place at:
Rutherford College
University of Kent
Canterbury CT2 7NX

The Agenda:
Chairman: Dr R A Higham.
1. Minutes
To approve the minutes of the previous annual General Meeting held at Lampeter on
April 10 1999.
The minutes of this AGM are detailed on pages 63 and 64 of this Newsletter.
2. Matters Arising:
3. To receive the Treasurer's Report including the proposal to raise subscriptions to
£10 commencing from January 2001
4. To receive the Newsletter Editor's Report
5. To confirm the Conference program
6. Any other business.
Members are invited to submit any items for the AGM direct to the CSG Secretary:
Dr R Higham,
Dept of Archaeology, School of Geography & Archaeology,
Laver Building,
North Park Road,
The University, Exeter,
not later than the end of February. Items submitted will be dealt with under Any
Other Business, and no other AGM notices will be issued.
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Financial Report
The following accounts coverthe period July 1st 1998 to 30th September 1999. Please note that
the accounts covering the period July 1st 1998 to 25th March 1999 were presented and
discussed at the 1999 AGM at Lampeter. The Treasurer is in the process of converting the CSG
accounting year to the calendar year following discussions at the 1999 AGM. Shown below are
the interim accounts from July 1st 1998 to March 1999 which follow on from the old year
accounts published in Newsletter 12. The accounts following present details of the next six
months until September 30th. This means that January- December 2000 will be the first calendar
accounting year.
This change to our accounting system will enable us to gain a more accurate picture of our
finances as the conference accounts will be fully contained within one accounting year, rather
than spanning two years as they have done hitherto. It is also our intention to keep the
conference accounts entirely separate from the general accounts in future. The accounts below,
although not a full year, do provide a good guide to our finances as there will be only minor
payments/receipts from October - December 1999.. The 1999 conference monies have all been
processed and there should be very little subscription activity at this time.
Outstanding Subscriptions.
Despite a major mailing this summer, there are still a sizeable number of members in arrears with
their subs, or still paying £2.00 standing orders. Members who do not respond to a final reminder
via Newsletter 13 will be deleted from the list.
Standing Order Subscriptions.
In order to save time and money, we are changing the way we deal with standing orders. If you
need to complete a new standing order mandate, it will be your responsibility to send this to your
bank, not the responsibility of the CSG Treasurer. New members will still need to send the
Treasurer their name and address. Existing members need take no further action as the
Treasurer will record payment of your subs once they have shown upon a bank statement. This
change will avoid the nightmare of the Treasurer having to post nearly 200 standing order
mandates to 200 separate banks should we change our subscription rates.
Membership Fees.
One anomaly that was discussed at the 1999 AGM was that of two or more members sharing one
address/mailing: in some cases these members have been paying two or more fees, in other
cases only one fee. If only one mailing is required then clearly a double fee is unfair. However,
the CSG does pay the CBA for insurance and affiliation on a per member basis and so there
should be a small extra premium per extra member per household to cover these costs. UK/Eire:
Single member: £5: UK/Eire: Two members at same address: £6: Europe/ Rest of World: £7.
Following the 1999 AGM a discussion was held about raising subscription rates, particularly in
the light of producing two separate mailings, the Newsletter in December and the Bibliography in
the summer. In addition there is now a mid year Newssheet. It was agreed at the meeting that
a formal motion would be brought to the 2000 AGM to increase the subscription rates to £10
single member UK Eire; two members/same address £11, and Europe/Rest of World £13

Sarah Speight, Treasurer
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Financial Report presented at the Lampeter Conference
Receipts & Payments A/C July 1st 1998 - 26th March 1999
Payments
General Postage &
Stationery
Subscription refunds
Newsletter 12

Receipts
Cheque
subscriptions
Lampeter fees
Bank Interest to
04/01/99
Maynooth Surplus

48.99
27.00
750.00

Newsletter Postage
Guidebooks for resale
Sub total
(Excess of Receipts
over payments)

157.29
69.97
1,053.25
8,617.78
9,671.03

313.00
8,525.00
15.77
817.26

9,671.03

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 26th March 1999
Balance b/f 01/10/98
Deposit A/C
Current A/C
Excess of Receipts
over payments

3,670.42
3.35

Deposit A/C
Current A/C

7.863.61
11,537.38

Receipts & Payments A/C 26th March •• 30th September 1999
Interim Accounts
Receipts
9,265.55
Subscriptions
Banks interest to 1 st
186.80
July

Payments
Lampeter Conference
CBA Insurance &
Affiliation Fee
Bibliography
12/News letter
Subscription refund
Sub Total:
Excess of Payments
over Receipts

717.90
10.00
10,180.25

Lampeter fees
Sale of Guidebooks

6,058.52
4,121.73

1,246.00
44.73
2,755.50
75.50

4,121.73

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 30th September 1999
Balance b/f 18/06/99
Made up of:
Deposit A/C
5,844.43
Deposit A/C
8,793.98
Current A/C
Current A/C
Excess of Payments
over Receipts

11,534.03
3.35

9,149.65
5,488.76

5,451.27
37.49

5,488.76

LAMPETER CONFERENCE
Payments
Castle Entrances
Gifts/Expenses
Coach Hire
Accommodation
Sub Total:
Excess of Income
over Expenditure

191.60
70.00
867.46
8,136.49

Receipts
Conference Receipts

11,280.50

9,265.55

2,014.95
11,280.50

11,280.50
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NEW MEMBERS
Gabor Viragos
Mr RC Early
Mr P While FSA
Irma Hale
Mr Kevin O'Brien
Mr Robert Morgan
Mr Brian Giggins
Mr John Grove
BARAS
Mr Patrick McAtee
Amanda Wilton
Mr John Cole
Mr Charles Hollwey
Mr David Biibey
Mr Richard Smith
Or Joachim Zeune
Mr Neil Ryder
Ana Dolan
Mr Mark Williams
R Burdgkin
Aighleann O'Shaughessay
Jon Hughes
J N Hutchinson
A J Knight
Dr Karl Schmidt
Mr C A Stewart
Mr Morey Weldon
Mrs Jean Baldwin
Mrs M Smith
MrWMHeadley
Dr S Edgington
Mrs J M Stevenson
Mr A M T Maxwell-Irving

Bristol Museum & Art Gallery

Queens Road

Bristol

BS8 1RL

CHANGE OF MEMBER ADDRESS / CORRECTION
Mr R D Brodie
Mr Brian Ayers
MrMaxHirons
Dr C J Arnold
Mr Paul Kerrigan
Mr David Hinton
Dr Colm Donnelly
Mr Nigel Ruckley
Ann Hamlin
Prof Matthew Johnson
Charles Bird
Mr Ken Cooper
Mr B McGarrigle
Mr Gordon Fordyce
Prof. Denys Pringle

End cover:
A suggested reconstruction ofDryslwyn castle as it may have appeared during the early thirteenth century,
prior to the addition of the middle ward. (Illustration by Chris Jones Jenkins 1999).Crown copyright.Cadw Welsh Historic Monuments.
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